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The use of biological race in medicine is an unchallenged, outdated norm throughout clinical education, research, and practice. Medicine largely frames racial health disparities in terms of biological difference and individual behavior, despite evidence that social and structural factors generate and perpetuate most health issues.

As a result, medicine fails to address racism and its health consequences. This is bad and irresponsible science.

Racism—a structure and ideology that oppresses and limits resources to minority groups—is rarely discussed in clinical health and the health sciences as a meaningful determinant of health outcomes. Thus, racial health disparities are often wrongly attributed to biology and physiology of racial groups rather than the stratified socioeconomic opportunities that are available.

As medical students and graduate student researchers, we witness these harms every day in our textbooks, classrooms, clinics, and communities. We envision a world where the social construct of race is not conflated with biology and the health consequences of racism are acknowledged, addressed, and cared for in all their forms.
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We are students of medicine and public health at the Joint Medical Program of the University of California, San Francisco’s School of Medicine and University of California, Berkeley. We each bring a background in racial and social justice work and research to our current studies. Our unique dual-degree program affords us the opportunity to build upon these backgrounds, providing instruction and opportunity to question many of the accepted norms of our clinical education.

Dorothy Roberts, a foremost critical race theory scholar (and hero), says in her seminal 2015 TEDMED talk, “Race is not a biological category that naturally produces these health disparities because of genetic difference. Race is a social category that has staggering biological consequences, but because of the impact of social inequality on people’s health.”

In other words, racism, not race, causes health disparities. This truth guides our work. We are united by a common goal: to place justice and challenging anti-Black racism at the center of our practice of medicine to ensure the care and well-being of all communities, especially those that have been historically marginalized and disenfranchised.

As learners of both medicine and critical race theory, we regularly engage in discussions about critical race theory as we study racial disparities in health. We are able to see both at once, in ways that many fellow learners can’t yet see. We also care for underserved patients of color at community clinics and safety net hospitals throughout the Bay Area. These opportunities have allowed us to put theory into practice, and the results are shocking. There are critical, deadly errors in traditional clinical textbooks, research, and practice that contribute to root causes of racial health disparities:

- In our textbooks, we are taught that race can serve as a risk factor for disease. Yet we know that race is a social construct, not a biological risk factor.
- In clinical research, we are told that disparities in disease among Black and brown communities are due to culturally determined individual behaviors. Yet we know that structural barriers to food and stress-free lives, as well as targeted discrimination, prevent many people of color from achieving health and well-being.
- In clinical practice, we are mentored by clinicians who blindly follow guidelines that instruct them to prescribe based on race rather than overall effectiveness. Yet we know that these guidelines are built on a deep history of biological racism and othering within medicine and health care.

We have found these scenarios to be commonplace and largely unchallenged throughout our medical education and training. Racist, outdated notions are taught in clinical education, solidified in research and perpetuated in practice.

We are astounded, outraged, and driven to make a call to action.

This action is personal, political, and technical. We follow the tradition of women of color scholar-activists, like Dorothy Roberts, Cherríe Moraga, Gloria Anzaldúa, and countless others, who embrace that the way we move through the world, our “personal”...

Why We Wrote This
lives, are inherently political—a “theory in the flesh.” As physicians-in-training, our world is furthermore inherently technical as we learn the algorithms of diagnoses, and those diagnoses are sometimes visibly and sometimes invisibly political. It is all connected. Therefore, this work presented here is unapologetically personal, political, and technical. These are the lives we live and the lens we bring to building a just, antiracist field of medicine.

Our politics, purpose, and intentions to further advance an antiracist, people-centered medicine are inspired by abolitionist frameworks of those who seek the end-of-the-prison industrial complex. Central to the abolitionist framework is the understanding that all cages that restrict autonomy and expose people to harm—physical, mental, emotional, psychological, and structural—are connected. So, too, in medicine are all the forms of racism connected, and much like abolitionism, in order to fight them, we must see them in their entirety and then work to eradicate them all. The current medical and health-care system in the United States harms Black and brown bodies and souls. To build a medical system in which all people are valued and healed as whole persons, we must challenge the current understanding of what is “normal” and what is “just reality.” We hope that this paper contributes to the abolition of outdated, oppressive “normal ways of doing medicine” that have exploited Black and brown bodies. Ultimately, by deconstructing current limitations, we will collectively generate new imaginations of whole-person healing for communities that have been neglected and ignored. Through this work, we aim to abolish the biomedical oppressions that have put forth more harm than healing in order to reimagine ways to bring healing back to our people.

We are not the first to make this call. We are led by womxn of color; scholars and activists who have been making this same call for far too long. Yet our experiences as trainees reflect how racism continues to be deeply ingrained in health care. Medicine, and health care more broadly, has yet to heed their call. We have found many practicing clinicians and professors to be unfamiliar with the historical context and harm of their practices. Some are simply ignorant of the impact of their actions. We hope this paper may provide them with the education and language to pause, reflect on their complicity, and begin to question and to shift their practice. Others do not care. We hope this paper begins critical dialogue and change that one day will change their practice as well because we know how deeply historical scars run in medicine.

This is our action. As members of the health-care workforce, we find the current state of racism in medicine untenable. We refuse to be part of a system that perpetuates harmful, deadly practices against Black people and people of color. We aim to use our unique positionality and experiences as medical and graduate students to offer a way forward for our current and future instructors, colleagues, and mentees. We are inspired by the growing body of research and commentary by clinicians and learners challenging both the normalized uses of biological race and the unacknowledged racism in clinical research, education, and practice. Our aim is to amplify existing voices in this movement and to further bridge the gap between critical race theory and medicine.

Our responsibilities to patients, to communities, and to justice demand we make this call to action.

Who Is This Work For?

In thinking about our intended audience for this paper, we are inspired by Michelle Alexander’s preface to The New Jim Crow. Our paper is intended for a similarly specific audience—our fellow clinicians in training and current providers of all types, who care about practicing antiracist medicine but who, for a number of reasons, may not yet appreciate the magnitude of the violent history and current clinical manifestations of the flawed assumption about biological race that pervades medicine. We have spoken to countless medical students and current providers who struggle to challenge their teachers and supervisors who perpetuate racist ideologies, due to unfair power dynamics and a lack of readily available facts and data to back up their claims. In part, we have written this resource because we wish it existed for us.
We also write this paper for patients. Our desire to support patients in feeling happy, healthy, and strong, rather than pathologized, is why we do this work. However, while we do our best to make both technical medical language and critical race theory accessible for all, we realize that may not be accessible for all our patients. Know that when you say that medicine is hostile, we hear you. We hope for future resources more specifically directed at patients to supplement our work, and more importantly, we hope for medicine to transform into a welcoming practice.

We hope this resource is used as educational and action-generating. Although not exhaustive as an educational resource, we are bridging existing work on critical race theory with our firsthand knowledge of clinical education, research, and practice. Please see the appendix for further resources.

Yet it is not enough to simply read and learn; we must also act. Reflecting on the tenth anniversary of publishing *The New Jim Crow*, Michelle Alexander notes that this work is necessarily personal, moral, and spiritual. We echo that call and add that it is necessarily political. We live lives that are personal, political, and medical, so our action must be all three as well. We live in a world structured by racism, meaning in order to make the changes necessary to support the health of all communities, we have to continue to unpack the unquestioned uses of race and do the work to reprogram ourselves away from racialized algorithms. We must do the work to build systems that are just and antiracist. Our final section includes our calls to action and a few ideas of where to start. But this is where you must take up your own action so that together we build the health system we wish to live and practice in.
Introduction

**Toward the Abolition of Biological Race in Medicine: Transforming Clinical Education, Research, and Practice**, written by the Abolishing Biological Race in Medicine Working Group of the Freedom School for Intersectional Medicine and Health Justice, bridges existing research by critical theory scholar-activists and researchers to guide clinicians and student learners in medicine, public health, and beyond on why the use of biological race must be abolished in medicine and clinical research, education, and practice. We begin with how medicine is rooted in a violent history of racism and has scientifically codified race as a biological construct throughout history. From this foundation, we draw on current examples of the use of biological race in medicine to highlight the urgent need to transform these outdated practices and center patient care. Throughout the paper, we intersperse quotes and anecdotes that have been shared with us by our medical student peers.

Our paper includes four main sections:

- **Section 1: Racism, Not Race, Causes Health Disparities**
- **Section 2: Cranial Capacities to Eugenics: How Medicine and Health Sciences Biologized Race**
- **Section 3: Race-Based Medicine in Diagnosis and Treatment**

Drawing on existing research examples of heart disease, hypertension, BiDil, kidney disease and glomerular filtration rate, lung function and spirometry, and genetic ancestry or precision medicine, we argue that current use of race is not only outdated but harmful and violent to patient care of Black and brown communities.

- **Section 4: Looking Ahead**

These are our key takeaways:

1. Medicine has willfully ignored its racist history despite ongoing calls from scholars and activists to rectify its violent and oppressive history. This has resulted in medicine continuing to **inflict and perpetuate racism that harms communities of color**.


3. Because of the biological use of race in clinical guidelines and education, patients of color are being systematically **misdiagnosed and undertreated** and are at risk for bad health outcomes.

4. Race-based medicine teaches people of color that their bodies and communities are abnormal, deficient, and broken, increasing stress and the burden of racist stigma. Medicine is an **unwelcoming, hostile** space for people of color.

5. If we don’t dismantle race-based medicine, it will be perpetuated, ultimately harming patients in real, concrete ways.

As physicians-in-training, we envision a world where the social construct of race is not conflated with biology and where the health consequences of racism are acknowledged, addressed, and cared for in all their forms.

To make this a reality, medicine must adopt antiracist institutional practices regarding research, practice, and education.
What Are Racial Health Disparities and Why Do They Exist?

Racial health inequities exist and persist. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation, racial health disparities are the “higher burden of illness, injury, disability, or mortality experienced by one (politically and socially constructed) population group relative to another.” We use racial health disparities synonymously with racial health inequities, although we acknowledge there are subtle differences and that inequities is preferred by some because it draws attention to the power imbalance at the root of the issue.

In the United States, this can be seen by the disparately high rates of cardiovascular disease, renal disease, diabetes, stroke, certain cancers, low birth weight, preterm delivery, and more between people of color (often Black) and white people. Biomedicine tends to interpret these disparities as evidence of fundamental genetic differences between socially constructed race categories. Yet, a growing body of evidence from medical journals emphasizes that these health disparities stem from inequalities in power and socioeconomics, not from genetics. Dr. Joia Crear-Perry, a fierce physician advocate for Black maternal health equity, adapted the guiding mantra that “racism, not race, causes health disparities,” as seen in the following graphic to show the mechanisms of how racism causes health disparities. In Figure 1 on the next page, we adapted her model (on the left) to show how this works in clinical education regarding the use of “race as biology” (on the right). In this section, we explain how racism causes health disparities, our model, and how we define the terms we are using. Rather than use heuristics and simplifications, it is critical that we as a medical profession address racism head on and in all its subtleties.

Dr. Crear-Perry shows that health disparities start with root causes (racism and white supremacy, class oppression, gender discrimination, and exploitation) to create deep power and wealth imbalances across much of the systems that govern our lives, such globalization and deregulation, labor markets, housing policy, education systems, and much more. These, in turn, mold the social determinants of health by shaping who is paid how much and with what benefits or job security, who is allowed to live where, what quality of housing they can afford, what quality of education exists for them or their children, what quality of food is available, and much more. These mean that differential power distributes the social and environmental determinants of health differently, depending on who holds and doesn’t hold power. In the United States, this tends to fall primarily along race, class, and gender lines, with those who hold multiple marginalized identities, such as Black working-class women, even further marginalized. These social determinants of health lead both to an unequal distribution of disease and well-being (e.g., increased asthma rates in neighborhoods with poor quality housing and increased environmental exposures) as well as psychosocial stressors and unhealthy behaviors.

For our focus as medical students, when clinical education and medicine at large conflate the social construct of race with biology, it entrenches racism.
FIGURE 1
A framework for understanding racism and health disparities in medicine

Source: Graphic adapted by Dr. Joia Crear-Perry, originally from Tackling Health Inequities through Public Health Practice, by R. Hofrichter and R. Bhatia
across the system. This means we as providers not only fail to address in practice how racism is creating health disparities, we also create and perpetuate racial health disparities. We define institutional and structural racism in this paper, but a system that is racist produces power imbalances along race in medicine, leading to racism in clinical education, research, and practice. We argue that this racism encourages providers and researchers to largely ignore social determinants of health, and instead focus on the most individual and most superficial aspects of health inequities—skin color as a predictor of epidemiological “risk,” individual behavior, etc.

Many health-care practitioners and researchers—even those who pursue justice and equity through their work—will ascribe observed racial health disparities to essentialized notions of biological racial difference. A recent study shows an alarming number of medical trainees wrongly believe Black people literally have thicker skin that biologically accounts for a perceived higher pain tolerance. This and several other examples outlined in this paper (such as the calculations for kidney function) show how physicians conflate racial health disparities with biological difference, affecting how physicians diagnose and treat patients of color and directly causing a differential distribution of certain diseases by race. This conflation asserts a (false) naturalized racial hierarchy and perpetuates flawed science. Furthermore, it fundamentally distracts from the true ills that negatively impact people’s health outcomes and well-being: racism as a root cause of inequities in society.

Many more health-care practitioners do not question the rubrics in the differential diagnoses that assign individual “risk” for different diseases or illnesses based on only epidemiological population data or assumptions on individual behavior based on skin color or culture. These assumptions obscure the power differences that shape social determinants of health, which is why our diagram skips the social determinants entirely, because we are taught to gloss over or blatantly ignore them in our training, instead exhorting our patients to simply “eat better and walk more.”

All of these add up. This confusion and unquestioned acceptance of biologization of race in differential diagnoses and medical education has dangerous consequences: patients who are diagnosed later and with worse outcomes, given health education that doesn’t address their lived experience, and whose care directly causes psychosocial stressors based on their perceived race.

This inattention to root cause and direct creation of health inequities is our call to action. Through this paper, we hope clinicians, researchers, educators, and students will join us in our vision of a world where the social construct of race is not conflated with biology, and where the health consequences of racism are acknowledged, addressed, and cared for in all forms. To understand this graphic better, we further define racial health inequities, race, white supremacy, and the five types of racism, key terms that are the foundation of our vision.

In order to understand how medicine can become antiracist, we must first be on the same page about what racism truly is and how it harms our communities. Therefore, in order to highlight the intentionality underlying the language we use throughout the rest of our paper, we will next define key terms relating to race and racism.

A Note about Language

Throughout this paper, we strive to follow the example of critical race scholars and activists before us in the language we use. Critical race theory states that race is constructed by society and places the construction of race and the resulting racism at the center of any analysis. These scholars include W.E.B. Du Bois and Kimberley Crenshaw, whose work has taught us to capitalize the word “Black” when referring to Black people. Crenshaw states, “I capitalize ‘Black’ because ‘Blacks, like Asians, Latinos, and other “minorities,”’ constitute a specific cultural group and, as such, require denotation as a proper noun. By the same token, I do not capitalize ‘white,’ which is not a proper noun, since whites do not constitute a specific cultural group.” Although we acknowledge that the concept of “white” as a
cultural group has been since questioned, we follow this notation except when directly quoting from other sources.

**Race**

Defining the roots of race has been and continues to be a point of contention. Despite different perspectives, race and racism have pervaded the social and political fabric of the world. Particularly in the United States, racism is at the epicenter of inequalities in income, health, and life outcomes.

Race is a social category constructed by socioeconomic and political forces that determine its content and importance.\(^{15}\) In other words, race is determined by how society perceives you and you perceive society, which in the United States is largely centered around skin color and other arbitrary markers of difference from “whiteness.”\(^{16}\) Race exists as a sociopolitical category with origins in oppression. Race has no biological basis.

Biomedical researchers and social scientists have established that the concept of race cannot adequately or accurately describe global human genetic diversity.\(^{17}\) Populations cannot be distinguished by clear sets of genetic markers, and there is vast genetic variation within each so-called race, with more diversity within populations than between populations. There is vast genetic variation across the entire human species, and relatively little genetic variation between racially defined groups. The traits falsely used to distinguish races do not predict other biological traits.\(^{18}\)

In medicine and health research, race must be distinguished from ancestry, which refers to a person’s genealogical history.\(^{19}\) The concept of race is an inadequate proxy for the genetic and cultural variations that can result from differing ancestral origins due to the arbitrary categorization of cultures and people under “race.”\(^{19-20}\) The conflation of race with ancestry perpetuates false science and can unintentionally perpetuate racism in biomedicine.\(^{21}\) Any discussion of ancestry and race in clinical medicine must also acknowledge that ancestry and genetics are just one small piece of the puzzle, which should include the social and structural determinants of health discussed previously. For more on the difference and its use in medicine and research, see Section 3: Race-based Medicine in Diagnosis and Treatment.

Race has no genetic or scientific basis. While there are certainly population differences between groups from around the world, the biological signatures that make up a population do not align with social categories or understandings of race. Throughout this paper, biological racial difference will be used to call out the false idea that there is a natural, biological difference between individuals who identify according to politically and socially constructed categories of race.

It is critical to our vision that medicine disentangles itself from these false ideas of biological difference based on race.

**White Supremacy**

The construct of race provides the foundation for white supremacy, which is both a political ideology and a racist belief that is woven throughout the foundation of the health systems in the United States. It endorses the superiority of the white race both overtly and in less visible ways. White supremacy maintains and endorses the societal structures wherein white people hold the most power. This can be traced from the beginning of the United States to present day and does not necessarily function in a linear or singular way. Scholar Andrea Smith provides one framework for understanding the mechanisms of white supremacy, wherein it is upheld by three distinct but interrelated logics.\(^{22}\)

**Logic 1: Slavery and Capitalism**

The logic (or logical foundation) of slavery values Blackness as nothing more than property and potential profit. Capitalism demands that a laborer’s work becomes a commodity, and those at the bottom of the hierarchy must offer up even their embodied selves as a potential for profit for someone else. This hierarchy is maintained by the logic of slavery. Thus, at the root of anti-Black racism, Black folks’ humanity is denied and valued only by their production capa-
bility and exploitative profit. This logic continues in modern day, most notably reflected in the current carceral system.

**Logic 2: Genocide and Colonialism**

In order for non-Indigenous people to claim ownership and governance over the United States (colonialism), Indigenous people must disappear (genocide). This is enacted both physically—from the historical murder, removal, and segregation of Native Americans to the current systematic disinvestment and breaking of treaties—and with cultural norms that erase Native American peoples and their sovereignty from the collective dominant psyche. This logic was most recently disrupted in recent protests at Mauna Kea and the Dakota Access Pipeline.

**Logic 3: Orientalism and War**

Throughout history, the West (both the United States and broader colonial powers) defined itself in opposition to the “exotic” and inferior “Orient” (defined more broadly than just Asia). These people thus are defined as inferior and posing a constant foreign threat to the “empire.” This constant implication of war leads to xenophobia and anti-brown racism against Asian Americans, Arabs, Hispanics, and more, justified by the need for strength against the “invading threat.”

These logics are interlocking and reinforcing, but all ultimately ensure that whiteness is privileged and kept in power above all others. White supremacy is at the root of all types of racism outlined below and thus at the core of racist health-care practices and health disparities. We see this in the clinical guidelines and medical texts discussed throughout this paper. White supremacy creates a racial hierarchy throughout the structures of our world and is at the root of the conflation between race and biology in order to establish the “(false) naturalized racial hierarchy” mentioned previously. A key fundamental result in medicine of white supremacy is that people of color are inherently viewed as carriers of disease.

While this paper is designed to be educational, it is by no means exhaustive. We hope that those who are ready to eradicate the harms of the legacy of racism in the field of medicine continue to read both our work and the cited sources, many of which are authored by Black and Indigenous scholars of color who have done tremendous work to bring these conversations to the world (see appendix for further reading).

**Racism**

**Racism** is a system of power that upholds the political and social capital of white supremacy in the United States. Racism is deeply embedded in social, political, and economic structures. Most popular perceptions of racism only address the interpersonal prejudice, discrimination, or antagonism based on the belief that certain racial groups are superior to the other. But this only addresses one small part of the ways that racism is embedded in people’s assumptions, institutions, and structures. Thus, **racial prejudice**, as just one aspect of racism, refers specifically to discriminatory attitudes and actions between people based on the assumption that a particular race is superior or inferior to another, and that a person’s race defines a person’s internal traits. **Power** refers to authority granted by sociopolitical and economic structures for access to sources, to reinforce racial prejudice.

Racism produces and reproduces social, economic, and political inequalities, and is thus a fundamental cause of disease. Racism is complex and interwoven, and beginning to be studied as a determinant of health and outcomes. But these studies have not been sufficiently incorporated into medical and clinical education, research, and practice.

In order to address the many ways racism can shape medicine, we categorize it into internal, interpersonal, cultural, institutional, and structural levels. These levels interact with and work upon each other to reinforce racial hierarchies and can be experienced simultaneously.

Together, these levels make up the society in which we practice.

Although many other disciplines use “systemic racism” to describe the entrenched racially prejudiced power differentials mediated by institutions, we use “structural racism,” as this is the nomenclature we have been taught in public health and medicine. We
agree with the Aspen Institute that structural racism tends to include an analysis of the “historical, cultural, and social psychological aspects of our current racialized society,” which we strive to include in our work here.\textsuperscript{27} However, for the purposes of interdisciplinary dialogue and learning, we propose they are similar enough to be considered synonyms.\textsuperscript{28}

The following examples demonstrate how racism functions on various levels to create, perpetuate, or exacerbate health disparities, although it is nowhere near exhaustive.

**Interpersonal Racism**

**Definition:** Interpersonal racism is behavior and communication between individuals based on unfounded negative attitudes about one’s race or culture. There is a wide spectrum of interactions that can occur under the category of interpersonal racism from explicit direct violence to “implicit” microaggressions, all of which have negative consequences on health outcomes.

Interpersonal racism is often understood as the “classic example” of racism—the harassment and
violence associated with the civil rights movement, Jim Crow, and other points in history. It’s important to acknowledge that although strides have been made, interpersonal racism includes all-too-common microaggressions and that interpersonal racism is just one of many interlocking forms of racism that medicine must address.

In medicine, interpersonal racism affects both providers and patients of color. One current issue is the racial microaggressions in the clinical learning and care environment, which have consequences beyond the “micro,” such that these negative interactions falter trust between patients of color and health-care providers. Defined as “the everyday verbal, non-verbal, and environmental slights, snubs, or insults, whether intentional or unintentional,” microaggressions can be found in everyday conversations and encountered in any social setting. These range from being assumed to be a criminal, being presumed to be inferior, being exoticized, or being treated as a second-class citizen. Examples of microaggressions in a clinical learning environment include telling high-achieving students of racial or ethnic backgrounds that they are “smart for a [insert ethnicity] person,” expecting an individual of any particular group to “represent” the perspectives of others of their race, and singling individuals out because of their backgrounds. These can alienate learners, exacerbating imposter syndrome and dropout rates, as well as directly affecting health.

Direct health consequences of microaggressions include greater perceived stress, depressive symptoms and negative affect, and physical health issues such as increased history of heart attack, pain, and fatigue. These experiences of discrimination for trainees and patients have been associated with elevated blood pressure, breast cancer, low birth weight, lower back pain, and more.

Finally, while microaggressions can be perceived as harmless, such racial stereotypes can ultimately become matters of life or death. The deaths of Trayvon Martin and Michael Brown are a result of interpersonal racism colliding with structural factors: the negative racial stereotypes assuming Black boys are criminals alongside policies that allow for and encourage unnecessary lethal force results in continued tragic killings and the ongoing threat of violence to the community.

In the field of medicine, attempts to address interpersonal racism have focused almost exclusively on implicit bias. Implicit bias is a psychological concept that embedded stereotypes affect decision-making without conscious thought, which is often interpreted as an individual problem when in fact it stems from and resonates with structural oppression. In health care, this leads to poor interpersonal and systemic outcomes, such as lower empathy, higher distrust, and lower referral rates for specialty care. Yet most trainings do not grapple with racism in its entirety and let providers “off the hook” for owning and addressing the effects of racism in health care. Implicit bias work doesn’t usually address the structural and systemic forcible exclusion or pathologization of brown and Black bodies. Many implicit bias trainings get hung up on “intention” and the assumption that these biases are unintentional, which allows providers to continue to think of themselves as fundamentally good people. But the narrow focus misses the multitude of ways racism functions in medicine and doesn’t create a way for health-care providers to see and address our complicity in these systemic harms (which function whether or not we have good intentions as individuals). Furthermore, rather than a paradigmatic shift like that of cultural humility (over its predecessor, cultural competency), implicit bias is often seen as yet another training, a knowledge to be acquired in isolation from the historical and multifaceted context of racism.

Rather than a reliance on individual knowledge, we encourage the practice of self-interrogation of potential micro- and macroaggressions in the medical field. This not only will encourage ongoing reflection but likely will require providers to acknowledge and address more systemic and structural factors.

**Internalized Racism**

**Definition:** Internalized racism occurs when “a racial group oppressed by racism supports the supremacy and dominance of the dominating group by maintaining or participating in the set of attitudes, behaviors, social structures, and ideologies that un-
dergird the dominating group’s power.” Internalized racism is a product of internalized colonialism, in which nonwhite colonized people begin to uphold the values and social signifiers of white colonizers and lose identities.

Internalized racism has significant mental and physical health consequences, including negative self-esteem, a sense of inferiority or victimhood, ethnic self-hatred or self-doubt, and navigating the additional emotional burden of overcoming racialized or stereotype-driven interactions. In addition, internalized racism contributes to the perpetuation of negative racial stereotypes not only by dominant cultures (e.g., white people), but also within racial groups themselves.

With regards to physical health, a long-standing and widespread social phenomenon that is a consequence of internalized racism can be seen in the practice of skin whitening among immigrants from, and individuals living in, formerly colonized places such as the Philippines, India, and Nigeria. Finally, emerging research suggests that internalized racism has effects on body mass distribution and insulin resistance.

Potential remediation of internalized racism includes increasing awareness; reframing racism away from the individual (adopting a systemic and structural understanding aimed at liberation from oppression); increased training for providers, researchers, journalists, and others to recognize internalized racism as well as stop perpetuating potentially harmful interactions; and providing opportunities for in-group healing dialogues. The field of medicine can begin to address internalized racism by increasing awareness across providers, affirming patients’ strengths and humanity, and incorporating antiracist policies and practices across systems.

Cultural Racism

Definition: Cultural racism occurs through belief that there are generalized intrinsic cultural differences belonging to individuals of one race or ethnicity. It is important to note that race and ethnicity are social categories. While individuals within racial and ethnic groups may have similarities, cultural racism arises in the assumption that everyone in one racial or ethnic group has the same cultural values, habits, and beliefs.

Medicine has a history of aligning cultural generalizations and “behaviors” with risk factors of disease, which perpetuates cultural racism. This practice has shaped clinical practice and research on health disparities by reducing complicated phenomena to broad and oversimplified assumptions of characteristics and behaviors.

Contemporary research in health disparities sometimes provides the “scientific” basis for clinical overgeneralizations by framing racial groups in ways that perpetuate cultural racism. Perhaps the most overused heuristic is that of diet and nutrition: certain racial and cultural groups are generally assumed to subscribe to a poor diet by “cultural preference” and thus prone to higher rates of certain diseases like diabetes and hypertension. Focusing on cultural aspects and individual behavior as sole determinants of racial health disparities is misleading, ignores structural factors that perpetuate disease, and tends to perpetuate notions of racial inferiority and negative stereotyping.

Research also feeds into clinical practice. The 1992 University of California, San Francisco, (UCSF) Nursing Cultural Competency manual organized subsections on common characteristics, habits, and beliefs by race and culture. Mexican patients were characterized as oftentimes “dirty,” having “cultural values that do not believe in regular daily cleansing.” A 1996 publication, Culture and nursing care: A pocket guide, divides care into chapters such as “Gypsies,” “Haitians,” “Japanese Americans,” “Black African Americans,” “South Asians,” and more. A presumably “updated” yet similarly divided book published by UCSF Nursing Press by the same authors (Lipson and Dibble) in 2005 states, “Haitians tend to avoid eye contact, are not concerned about sharing personal space with others, and exhibit low threshold of pain.” Despite its intent to provide tailored care to diverse patients, cultural competency ultimately operates by relying on assumptions that overgeneralize specific cultural values to all people of a certain race or ethnicity. The stereotypes and coarse catego-
Several medical organizations have issued policy statements about racism and its effects on health. For example, in 2018, the Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine (SAHM) issued a policy paper titled “Racism and Its Harmful Effects on Nondominant Racial–Ethnic Youth and Youth-Serving Providers: A Call to Action for Organizational Change.” The recommendations issued by these, and other, medical organizations are vital steps toward antiracism in medicine. As the SAHM paper states, “Organizations involved in clinical care delivery and health professions training and education must recognize the deleterious effects of racism on health and well-being, take strong positions against discriminatory policies, practices, and events, and take action to promote safe and affirming environments.”

Furthermore, medical institutions must eradicate the racism currently embedded in everyday clinical guidelines and practice such as those that lead to the current maternal mortality crisis. Institutional policies that disproportionately push women of color to have unnecessary C-sections at far higher rates than their white peers, reduce access to prenatal and postnatal care, and lead to higher rates of untreated chronic conditions are examples of institutional racism leading to disturbing disparities in maternal mortality.

**Structural Racism**

**Definition:** Zinzi Bailey et al. (2017) define the difference between institutional and structural racism as follows: “Structural racism refers to the totality of ways in which societies foster [racial] discrimination, via mutually reinforcing [inequitable] systems... (e.g., in housing, education, employment, earnings, benefits, credit, media, health care, criminal justice, etc) that in turn reinforce discriminatory beliefs, values, and distribution of resources, reflected in history, culture, and interconnected institutions.”

These interlocking systems interact to create societal norms or beliefs and create the institutional policies and laws that lead to institutional determinants of health. These overarching structures are called structural determinants of health. Structural determinants of health, including structural racism, build the many facets of the unequal social and physical
environment in which we live. Structural racism could therefore be called a “fundamental cause” of health disparities. The interlocking systems explain the unrelenting and unequal impact of past policies and laws, which have entrenched inequities by entrenching unequal access across many systems, and continue to reverberate in today’s policies, practices, and laws (today’s institutional racism). To address health disparities without addressing fundamental causes like structural racism is incomplete and inaccurate, and much of the science we critique in this paper lacks that view.

As Bailey et al. note, structural racism begins with the categorization of Black, brown, and Indigenous bodies, creating systems of oppression that are both explicit and hidden from view, as well as propagating violence, even genocide. In today’s world, structural racism affects where someone can live, through past restrictive housing laws and loan availability, whether or not they will be arrested and jailed for minor drug offenses, through the War on Drugs, and many other systems. The interlocking effect has been an “entrenchment of racial economic inequities” as well as exclusion from resources and institutions that promote health and well-being. Structural racism ensures that cost, access (financial, geographical, material), language, community influence, and stigma can limit and negatively affect one’s ability to freely access these institutions.

One example of the interlocking systems of structural racism is the exclusion of Black people from housing and employment. After Jim Crow segregation ended, Black people were excluded from the Social Security Act by excluding agricultural and domestic workers (at the time, jobs largely held by Black people) and excluded from the benefits of policies like the GI Bill by de facto exclusion from housing. At the colleges that would accept returning Black war veterans, there was no nearby housing that would be sold to Black people due to practices such as redlining, which structured who could get mortgages after the Great Depression based on the “desirability” of neighborhoods. That desirability score included an assessment of how many Black, immigrant, and other “undesirable” people lived there. Although redlining is no longer legal, its effects continue. One recent study shows that asthma rates continue to be higher in formerly redlined neighborhoods than their surrounding neighborhoods. Black families were systematically excluded from wealth creation.

Furthermore, the criminal justice system interlocks with housing and employment to continue the lack of access to housing and employment. The War on Drugs and “tough on crime” policies increased the visibility of this intersection and continue to disproportionately affect Black and brown communities, both through disproportionate incarceration (for the same crimes as white people) and the social, economic, and psychological consequences of incarcerating so many Black and brown people. These interlocking systems continue to affect the health and well-being of individuals and communities through direct and indirect health effects. Bailey et al. report increased levels of myocardial infarctions, low birth weight pregnancies, and psychological stress, both chronic and acute, among many other adverse outcomes.

These zoning laws and their consequences also create environmental racism, in which predominantly Indigenous, Black, and Latinx people are zoned into areas with environmental hazards ranging from damaging air pollution, to Superfund sites near their homes, to disproportionate burdens of climate changes. These communities are thus overexposed to environmental hazards and bear a disproportionate burden of respiratory and skin diseases, as well as increased epigenetic changes that can later affect their health.

As medical students, we believe it is crucial to our understanding of the health and well-being of our patients and ourselves, of our society, to know these levels of racism. We must know how they work, how they have worked, and how they will continue to work. Research has begun to scratch the surface of the many ways this plays out in patients’ and providers’ lives, but we must reshape the way we understand and practice medicine and health to include a frank look at the history of the United States’ treatment of Black and brown people, and its consequences for today.
In a society where race has been a normalized part of everyday life, medicine must acknowledge that use of race as a risk factor or predictor of health outcomes is simply false science. Because of its significance in shaping political discourse and social relations in the United States, race has become a social construct and political identity. An individual’s racial identification has real economic and psychosocial consequences on lives, becoming a central influence in US history resulting in unequal outcomes across various life outcome indicators, including income, wealth, health, birth and mortality, and more.

As such, racism, not race, is a key determinant of health. Racism—the discrimination according to one’s racial category—has become an arbiter of health disparities and dismal life outcomes in the United States.

Thus, medicine must come to terms with the two truths:

1. Race has no biological basis.
2. Racism has been and continues to be a key determinant of disparate health outcomes, especially in the United States.

Once we acknowledge the role of all the levels of racism, we can build a better way. Clinics must continue to advocate for policies and laws that address both structural and institutional racism. Researchers must take structural racism into account, no matter their field of study, and begin to study the effects of racism directly. Educators must teach this legacy, and clinicians must know how it affects their patients and their peers. We have to broaden the conversation in medicine and health to include institutional and structural racism alongside the other types in order to create a truly antiracist, just, and healing medical system.
SECTION 2

Cranial Capacities to Eugenics
How Medicine and Health Sciences Biologize Race

"During my first semester of medical school at the Joint Medical Program [JMP], Professor Osagie Obasogie asked another student and me to colead a discussion designed to provide the historical and conceptual context for modern research ethics. Upon doing the readings assigned for the discussion, [we] were shocked and angered that neither of us knew about the history of California eugenicists and their connections to Nazi Germany, despite both of us having grown up in the Bay Area and gone through undergraduate education in the UC system. We must be aware of this racist history in order to challenge its current implications in the institutions that we are a part of. I am grateful to the JMP for allowing me to integrate critical race theory into my medical education through sessions like this one, and I feel a responsibility to share what I have learned."

SECOND-YEAR MEDICAL STUDENT

The conceptualization of race as biology is rooted in colonization.

Race began to emerge in society as a function of colonization, as European colonizers began encountering natives and importing slaves who looked different than themselves. Scientific racism emerged from theories of biological inferiority, including Carl Linnaeus’s polygenism (the belief that humankind evolved from two or more distinct ancestral types or races) and Dr. Samuel Morton’s efforts to compare cranial capacities of white colonizers, native people, and enslaved people. These flawed theories cemented societal conceptions of skin tone differences and nonwhiteness as biological concepts. The consequences of such frameworks during colonization and slavery resulted in the foundations of race as we know them today:

With slavery, however, a racially based understanding of society was set in motion which resulted in the shaping of a specific racial identity not only for the slaves but for the European settlers as well. Winthrop Jordan has observed: “From the initially common term Christian, at mid-century there was a marked shift toward the terms English and free. After about 1680, taking the colonies as a whole, a new term of self-identification appeared—white."

Such historical context laid the groundwork for racial inequality, including the expropriation of property
from natives, denial of political rights, slavery and other forms of coercive labor, and explicit extermination and lynching of nonwhite people.

A clear thread can be drawn from the scientific racism of scientists like Linnaeus and Morton to institutionalized racism in science and medicine today. Considered the “father of taxonomy,” Linnaeus’s initial publication, *Systema Naturae*, in 1735, classified four “varieties” of human species: *Americanus*, *Asiaticus*, *Africanus*, and *Europeanus*. The classification system claimed Eurocentric superiority through the characteristics ascribed to each race: “Native Americans as reddish, stubborn, and easily angered; Africans as Black, relaxed, and negligent; Asians as sallow, avaricious, and easily distracted; while Europeans were depicted as white, gentle, and inventive.” The classification system was then used to “validate” European subjugation of “lower” races.

Similarly, in his 1839 publication, *Crania Americana*, Morton put forth race-based interpretations supporting white superiority, racial hierarchy, and Black inferiority through his calculations of marked differences in cranial capacity and brain size. His conclusions were praised for their scientific rigor and used to provide a moral justification for slavery. Scientists who followed Morton’s ideologies of different human races being different human species were considered a part of the “American school.” In 1981, Stephen Jay Gould challenged Morton’s work, exposing inherent biases and flaws in data collection, analysis, and reporting. While Linnaeus and Morton’s work has been repeatedly disproven, the categories of race in such research continue to be taught without critical analysis of their historical origins of racism.

Although Morton died eight years before Charles Darwin published *Origin of Species*, Morton’s colleagues in the “American school” used Darwin’s revolutionary theories of evolution to perpetuate their theory of social Darwinism. Social Darwinists applied Darwin’s theory of “survival of the fittest” to humans, claiming that certain groups of people were “less fit” than others, and therefore less deserving of survival. New scientific theory was appropriated for racist social ends, and the social category of race was biologized to justify social hierarchies.

As these worldviews began to popularize and become normalized in scientific and everyday discourse, it paved the way for the eugenics movement of the twentieth century. Eugenists repeated the arguments of social Darwinists before them. In both Europe and the United States, eugenists aimed to encourage the reproduction of more “fit” races and extermination of those who were “biologically inferior”:

Eugenics was the pseudoscience aimed at “improving” the human race. In its extreme, racist form, this meant wiping out all human beings deemed “unfit,” preserving only those who conformed to a Nordic stereotype.

While their names are little-known, American eugenicists included race scientists on the University of California Board of Regents, and funding for their work came from corporate philanthropies like the Carnegie Institution and the Rockefeller Foundation. Organizations as well as individual doctors in the United States came up with their own “solutions” to exterminate inferior populations. For example, the Carnegie-supported 1911 “Preliminary Report of the American Breeders’ Association to Study and to Report on the Best Practical Means for Cutting Off the Defective Germ-Plasm in the Human Population” proposed eighteen “solutions,” including euthanasia.
When World War II ended, eugenics was declared a crime against humanity. During the Nuremberg trials, Nazi doctors and experimenters cited the influence they received from American eugenicists, but the Americans were not prosecuted. Instead, some of the exact same American scientists renamed their cause “human genetics.” They continued to collaborate with former Nazi eugenicists who had similarly avoided prosecution. For example, Otmar Freiherr von Verschuer, who founded a eugenics facility in Frankfurt, Germany, in 1935, reestablished his connections with California eugenicists from before the war and became a corresponding member of their newly founded American Society of Human Genetics in 1949. This legacy underlies the practice of genetics and race-based medicine today.

In calling out this legacy, we do not claim that genetics and eugenics are equivalent. Instead, we call on clinical practitioners, researchers, and instructors to recognize the history that seeks to reappropriate agendas of racism and eugenics in more “neutral” terms that still have historical and contemporary ramifications. Uncritical use of race in genetics and other aspects of medicine stands to perpetuate causes of racism and inequality.

The flawed assumption that race has a biological basis is rooted in a racist history dating back to colonization and slavery. With this history, we emphasize: race is not a biological concept, but rather a sociohistorical construct and concept. Under this definition, racial categories have no scientific basis but have rather functioned as a central axis to social relations and real material life outcomes in the United States.
In multiple medical textbooks (such as Robbins and Cotran) and popular health reference websites (such as Medscape, WebMD, UpToDate), I have seen race as a risk factor in disease and pathology, particularly among Black and Hispanic/Latinx communities. Whether it’s hypertension, kidney failure, interstitial lung disease, asthma, diabetes, and more…the medical community has cemented one’s race as a biological destiny and of inherent biological danger. This framing misses the point: Racism, not race, is a risk factor."

Third-Year Medical Student
Robbins and Cotran Pathologic Basis of Disease, one of the foremost pathology textbooks for medical students nationwide, offers this epidemiologic look at sickle cell disease:

About 8% to 10% of African Americans, or roughly 2 million individuals, are heterozygous for HbS....There are about 70,000 individuals with sickle cell disease in the United States. In certain populations in Africa the prevalence of heterozygosity is as high as 30%.

Both sources pathologize—and racialize—African Americans as the only potential population for sickle cell anemia. This risks missing diagnoses in other populations or oversimplifying clinical reasoning for African Americans.

Yet another test prep blog offers this summation:

Board questions reflect an extremely judgmental worldview with heavy-handed generalizations about race, sex, and a wide variety of stereotypes. African American females in their 30-40s have sarcoidosis.

Race is thus used as a tool to expedite not only test questions but also diagnostic processes. Frankly, this shortcut can be dangerous and inaccurate. For test questions, this enforces racial bias that may be present or introduces new ones. This translates directly to clinical care, where a patient's race is seen as a risk factor for disease and requires that providers associate certain illnesses with certain races. As such, providers may never inquire into the root causes of illness for a person experiencing racism and inequality (such as structural and social determinants of health) or may miss more complicated and nuanced diagnoses. Furthermore, they may overlook diseases in patients of races and ethnicities that are not traditionally associated as “risk factors.” For example, sickle cell is thought of exclusively as a Black(-only) disease and thalassemia as a Mediterranean(-only) disease. Cystic fibrosis is underdiagnosed in populations of African ancestry because it is thought of as a white disease.

In the following section, we provide examples of how health care and biomedical research conflate race with biology. We discuss the racist underpinnings of the diagnosis and treatment of heart, kidney, and lung disease. We also explore faulty science that reifies biological race within precision medicine. If medicine is to help alleviate racial health disparities, we need to eliminate these embedded heuristics and false assumptions while addressing social and structural determinants of health.

Heart Disease

“One day in clinic, my preceptor asked me to counsel a patient on cardiovascular disease risk and prevention, using the Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease Risk Estimator provided by the American College of Cardiology. I spun the computer screen around and filled it out with him. Age, sex, then suddenly “race,” and the only options were “white,” “African American,” and “other.” I was confused. Even he was confused. “Why is this relevant?” he asked me. “And as a Spanish-speaking immigrant,” he went on, “what would I be?”

Black people disproportionately experience cardiovascular disease in the United States. Research on allostatic load and stress finds discrimination—resulting from internalized, interpersonal, institutional, and structural racism—to be an arbiter for poor cardiac health among Black people in the United States. Health disparities are consistent across multiple outcomes known to be markers for cardiovascular disease: hypertension, subclinical carotid disease, coronary artery calcification, coronary artery obstruction, elevated cholesterol, visceral abdominal fat deposits, and increased C-reactive protein.

However, despite this research, clinical guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of cardiac disease do not take discrimination or structural factors into account. Instead, they attribute the cause of disproportionate outcomes to one’s race alone. For example, the following guideline is from the Eighth Joint National Committee, which sets national recommendations.
on treatment thresholds, goals, and medications in the management of hypertension in adults: “Initial antihypertensive treatment should include a thiazide diuretic, calcium channel blocker, ACE inhibitor, or ARB in the general nonblack population or a thiazide diuretic or calcium channel blocker in the general black population.” Furthermore, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors and angiotensin-receptor blockers are recommended as first-line agents only in Black people with comorbid chronic kidney disease.  

Here, Black or African American racial identity is treated as a proxy or a unique numeric variable for diagnostic equations and treatment indications. The use of Black racial identity as a proxy appears in claims ranging from increased “salt sensitivity” contributing to hypertension and the supposed need for specialized pharmaceutical treatments (e.g., BiDil). Use of racial identities as sole determinants of health outcomes frames Black people as having “inherently” poor cardiovascular health.

Framing racial disparities in cardiovascular disease as a product of the social category of race itself is harmful because it falsely attributes racial disparities to genetics and other underlying biological characteristics and it ignores the contributions of internal, interpersonal, institutional, and structural racism to these disparities.

**Hypertension—Salt Sensitivity Hypothesis**

Many clinical researchers and medical providers today are aware of the Black health disparities in hypertension, oftentimes with many thinking that such disparities are a result of genetic or biological predisposition. However, few clinicians are aware that these assumptions are erroneous and originated in misguided assertions of the “African gene” hypothesis, in which Black people are more likely to have salt sensitivity as a by-product of the slave trade. This assertion is further misguided as critical theorists have pointed out that no current or contemporary West African populations suffer rampant hypertension. Despite this, the American Heart Association website declares: “Researchers have also found that there may be a gene that makes African Americans much more salt sensitive.”

On Medscape and WebMD, two popular publishers of medical information for the general public, cursory searches on the intersections of salt sensitivity and Black race argue that “high rates of high blood pressure in African Americans may be due to the genetic makeup of people of African descent. Researchers have uncovered some facts: In the United States, Blacks respond differently to high blood pressure drugs than do other groups of people.” Claims of biological racial differences in salt sensitivity have unclear origins. In a recent paper by Lujan and DiCarlo (2018), the authors note that “Wilson and Grim... published only a single peer-reviewed scientific paper on the Slavery Hypertension Hypothesis in 1991. As noted by Kaufman and Hall...the majority of the written work on the slavery hypertension hypothesis is limited to conference reports and nonreviewed abstracts and book chapters.”

In 2005, media attention praising Harvard economist Ronald Fryer’s work on salt sensitivity began to influence clinical researchers of racial difference today. It was during this time when changes to clinical guidelines associating Black racial identity with salt sensitivity popularized in clinical medicine. In the seminal paper entitled “Racial Differences in Life Expectancy: The Impact of Salt, Slavery, and Selection,” Fryer et al. hypothesizes how specific factors in the slave trade experience could explain the hypertension disparities among Black people in the United States. They use a Darwinistic “bottleneck theory” of evolution, in other words claiming that the catastrophic population-wide effect of slavery led to the evolutionary selection of a trait that improved survival during the Atlantic Slave Trade. In making this claim, they cite data sources, such as precipitation data and historic images of “a slave trader licking a slave’s face to assess his fitness for the voyage across the Atlantic”:

As T. Buxton writes, “...nobody suffered more intensely from thirst than the poor little slaves, who were crying for water...Perspiration is one source of dehydration....”
In a setting of profuse water loss, the ability to retain salt and hence water substantially increased the chances of survival. Contemporary accounts indicate that at least some slave traders were aware of this, and selected slaves on the basis of the salt on their skin. Figure 2 captures a slave trader licking a slave’s face to assess his fitness for the voyage across the Atlantic. Most of the selection on the basis of salt sensitivity was likely unintentional, however. Salt depleting environments and diseases were ubiquitous throughout the slave trade, favoring individuals able to retain salt (33).

Despite Fryer et al.’s false and limited arguments to support the slavery hypothesis, this work attracted popular media attention, such as forming the basis of the New York Time’s 2005 article, “To a Unified Theory of Black America.” In 2007, Dr. Oz appeared on the Oprah Winfrey Show and asked the audience, “Do you know why African Americans have high blood pressure?” to which Winfrey studiously replied, “African Americans who survived [the slave trade’s Middle Passage] were those who could hold more salt in their body,” with Dr. Oz’s enthusiastic agreement.

With the widespread blind acceptance of the salt sensitivity hypothesis among clinicians, hypertension disparities faced by Black people are seen not as a consequence of stressful environments and situations caused by social and structural determinants but rather by false notions of biological differences in salt retention. As noted by critical race theory scholar Osagie Obasogie, perhaps the most important rebuttal to the hypothesized link of salt retention and racial difference is the fact that “no contemporary West African population suffers from rampant hypertension. Historical records suggest that Africans’ overall mortality during the Middle Passage was about 13 percent. For a bottleneck theory to hold up, the alleged ‘salt sensitive gene’ would have had to play a significant role for the roughly 87 percent that survived, implying that this gene was relatively common among enslaved West Africans.”

False notions of salt sensitivity that are currently present in clinical medicine and practice will continue to inflict harm on Black communities, as such bad science deflects from attention to social, structural, and environmental stressors that are linked to susceptibility and exacerbation of hypertension.

**BiDil**

The implications of the erroneous correlation of Black racial identity with hypertension have not only affected clinicians’ perception of disease and pathophysiology, but also treatment for Black people. In 2005, BiDil, a combination pill of two standard therapies—hydralazine and isosorbide dinitrate—for heart failure, became the first drug to receive approval from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat a specific racial group—African Americans. However, the clinical development of BiDil was never intended for an explicitly racialized purpose—it was simply another drug to treat heart failure. In this section, we will reveal how the drug development of BiDil is an example of bad science and epidemiology. Moreover, we will explain how the development of BiDil predicated on the use of ideas of the biological inferiority of Black people in order to gain commercial and market success.

In the 1980s, cardiologist Jay Cohn led two clinical trials—V-HeFT I and V-HeFT II—to study the drug. The investigators of these trials, however, “did not build the trials around race or ethnicity. They enrolled both Black and white patients and in the published reports of the trials’ successes, they did not break down the data by race. Rather, they presented BiDil as generally efficacious in the population at large, without regard to race and filed a patent.” However, despite these assertions, the FDA rejected BiDil’s approval due to statistical design flaws in these trials in 1997.

The FDA rejection did not restrict use of data from the V-HeFT trials. In an attempt to reconsider how to best market the drug to the FDA and public, Cohn, along with his coinvestigators, returned to the V-HeFT data and recategorized the results by race. There was no scientific reason for this reanalysis, for Cohn and his coinvestigators only turned to race after the initial application to market failed for commercial purposes. In 1999, nearly fifteen years
after the first V-HeFT 1 data was collected, the investigators claimed they had discovered a race-based differential response to BiDil treatment.

Then, Cohn “filed for and was granted a patent identical to the first one, except that the use was now for African Americans suffering from heart failure, which had the financial and commercial benefit of extending his patent rights an additional thirteen years.”

A company named NitroMed gained the license for BiDil from Cohn and conducted a new clinical trial, the African American Heart Failure Trial (A-HeFT), in order to test BiDil’s race-specific benefit. However, this new trial only included participants that self-identified as African American and did not include a comparison group. Therefore, the trial could not have demonstrated that BiDil works better in African Americans than in any other group. As a result, this specious “reanalysis” opened the door for an epidemiologically flawed race-based trial. Despite this fundamental design flaw, the A-HeFT trial produced data “demonstrating a 43 percent reduction in mortality, leading the FDA to approve a race-specific indication for use by Blacks with heart failure.”

Neither Cohn nor any of his collaborators have been able to identify the biological markers responsible for Blacks’ receptiveness to BiDil. Cohn himself states that the drug is effective in non-Black patients as well. The same year that BiDil gained FDA approval, Cohn admitted to prescribing the generic drugs constituting BiDil to 25 percent of his white patients. He directly stated, “I actually think everybody should be using it.”

Ever since its FDA approval, BiDil has been widely prescribed in a race-specific manner, based on the prevailing yet unfounded assumption that “self-identified race mirrored some underlying ‘real’ biological difference that shapes health disparities and drug reaction.” As medical students, we are implicitly taught the same assumption through uncritical textbooks and precepting clinicians. A widely used pharmacology textbook directly states, “A fixed combination of hydralazine and isosorbide dinitrate is available as isosorbide dinitrate/hydralazine (BiDil), and this is currently recommended for use in African Americans.”

The race specificity of BiDil is unsubstantiated and commercially motivated, yet “it has come to reflect the legal, regulatory, and economic sanctioning of race as a biologically significant category of human difference that meaningfully affects human health” [Obasogie]. This framing falsely leads social categories of race to be perceived as the causes of disease and for structural causes of disease being ignored. Critical race legal scholar Dorothy Roberts powerfully summarizes,

While the racial gap in life expectancy widens, owing largely to the government’s failure to address structural inequities, the poor health of African Americans opens new markets for pharmaceutical companies. The claim that race-based biotechnologies will shrink the gap based on genetic difference is a powerful way to deflect concerns about their unjust social impact and the social inequality that actually drives poor minority health. We should be against an approach that promotes individual health through technological cures as a way of ignoring larger social inequities. This view sets up a false dichotomy between health and social justice: it treats health and justice as opposing values, weighs them against each other, and declares health the winner. It hides the social factors that determine health not only for individuals but for the entire nation. Letting health trump social justice does not really improve the welfare of most people; it supports the interests of big business and the most privileged members of society.

The promotion of race-based medicine misrepresents the relationship between genes, drugs, and health disparities. Of course, pharmaceuticals can help improve sick people’s health, and effective pharmaceuticals should be available to people who would benefit from them. But health inequities are not caused by genes and cannot be eliminated with drugs. Promoting race-based medicine with the myth that poor minority health is caused by genetic difference will only widen the gap, diverting us from the real solution. It makes no sense to
put aside social justice concerns in order to improve minority health. A more just society would be a healthier one.²⁷

### Kidney Disease and Glomerular Filtration Rates

A faculty nephrologist at our school was talking to us at an event about the issue of using race so visibly in GFR rates. She noted that when alternative corrections were suggested, like having physicians estimate muscle mass instead, other physicians “freaked out” and asked her how they could possibly accurately measure a person’s muscle mass “just by looking.” She asked us, “Why are we so much more comfortable assigning someone a race, and differentiating their treatment based on that, than we are about estimating muscle mass?” I realized how blind I’d been to all the times my preceptor and other providers I worked with were assigning race to patients and adjusting their care accordingly.

SECOND-YEAR MEDICAL STUDENT

National and international studies show racialized disparities in chronic kidney disease (CKD) and end-stage renal disease (ESRD), the terminal stage of CKD.⁹⁸ CKD has been named an important contributor to both national and global morbidity and mortality, with a vastly disproportionate burden falling on people of color. In America, as of 2013, although the rates of CKD were relatively comparable, Black people had four times the rate of progression to ESRD than non-Hispanic white people.⁹⁹ The reasons behind this are complex, with structural factors at the forefront—lack of access to care, environmental toxins, chronic stress, and poverty—all highlighted by Nicholas et al.¹⁰⁰

Biologically, kidney disease is intimately related to heart disease. Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is a leading cause of CKD, and Black people in the United States have a seventeenfold higher rate of hypertension as the etiology or cause of their ESRD than other populations.¹⁰¹ ¹⁰² An underdiagnoses of hypertension in Black people due to the previously mentioned clinical racism may thus also contribute to disparities in kidney disease, putting Black people at risk for long-term, severe kidney damage. But there are other, more direct issues.

Biological racism is embedded in a key tool used to measure kidney function—the glomerular filtration rate, or GFR. The GFR is a calculated measurement of a particular protein in the blood that the kidneys filter, which is then used to estimate kidney function because kidney function can’t be measured directly in a typical clinic. It provides clinicians with an approximation of how well the kidneys are performing their critical roles of filtering fluid in the body. The GFR is used to diagnose many kidney-related diseases, including CKD. It is thus especially important for classifying severity of CKD (up to and including ESRD) and for making decisions about diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of kidney disease. Embedding biological race in this tool leads directly to a deadly underdiagnoses of severe kidney disease in Black people, contributing to the disparate epidemic of ESRD and CKD seen today.

The GFR is currently estimated through complex equations that take into account individual factors, including weight, age, sex, serum levels of creatinine (a waste product from muscle breakdown that is excreted in urine), and race. Based on these equations, the further someone’s GFR is below “normal,” the increased severity or stage of kidney disease. The Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration (CKD-EPI) is the most commonly used equation and was developed in 2009 as an improvement to the 1999 Modification in Diet for Renal Disease (MDRD) study equation.

These two commonly used equations—CKD-EPI and MDRD—each contain a racial adjustment factor coefficient that is multiplied to the baseline GFR estimate for a Black person (1.16 for CKD-EPI; 1.21 for MDRD).¹⁰³ This adjustment increases the GFR for a Black person for a given creatinine level in both equations, which means the adjusted GFR is closer...
to normal and thus creates a diagnosis of a lower disease severity. Compared to a white man of the same age, weight, and serum creatinine level, the estimated GFR of a Black man would be higher, suggesting that Black people have “better kidney function” than individuals of other races. Because of this, Black people must meet higher GFR thresholds of kidney function in order to be diagnosed with kidney disease compared to individuals of other racial groups.

This racial adjustment factor has severe negative clinical implications. Those who identify as (or are identified by their providers as) Black may not be diagnosed early enough, may not receive intervention at a critical period, and are more likely to progress to higher stages of kidney disease and poor health outcomes. Other biological markers beyond GFR help the classification of CKD stages and ESRD, so we would expect those markers to match across CKD staging for different populations if the GFR measurement were accurate. However, white populations with stage 3 CKD display a strikingly lower prevalence of other risk factors for CKD, such as albuminuria and hypertension, compared to the Black populations. This evidence suggests that either white patients are being diagnosed with more severe disease than they actually have or that Black patients are being diagnosed with less severe disease than they actually have. Given the current race coefficients in measuring GFR, this evidence suggests that clinicians may systematically misclassify disease status among Black people to a
falsely lower CKD stage (Peralta 2010). Despite having known risk factors for CKD, such as albuminuria and hypertension, young Black people may only be diagnosed once they reach advanced stages of disease.

This all adds up to a disproportionate disease burden. Black patients represent 30 percent of all ESRD patients in the United States, and just 13 percent of the total US population. The only cure for ESRD is a kidney transplant, yet Black patients are less likely to be identified as transplant candidates, more likely to be on waiting lists for longer, and less likely to receive a deceased or living kidney donation compared to white patients due to both institutional and structural factors. Not only is the current race-based system of determining GFR scientifically flawed, but it actively harms Black patients by systematically missing early diagnoses of CKD.

These dire health implications beg the question, Why do racial adjustment factors exist for GFR at all? The National Kidney Foundation states that race is included in CKD-EPI and MDRD equations because “African Americans have a higher GFR than Caucasians at the same level of serum creatinine.” However, this argument is somewhat circular and has many scientific limitations.

The MDRD and CKD-EPI equations appeared in 1999 and 2009, respectively, to improve upon an older equation (Cockcroft-Gault formula) developed in 1973 with a cohort of 249 men. The 1999 MDRD equation was then reformulated in 2005 (right at the time that the research in salt sensitivity was spiking), and the CKD-EPI was created shortly after that. Each equation represents an academic “doubling down” on race in the name of improving the accuracy of estimating kidney function.

First, the demographic profile of each study was crucial to the specific equation development, and often not representative of the United States (e.g., there are generally fewer people of color in the study as a percentage than the percentage of the US population—the MDRD study was 88 percent white). Therefore, extrapolations about the creatinine clearance for more diverse populations along any of the parameters used in the equation are bound to be of limited use. For example, age is a key factor in the equations, and the dataset for MDRD only included older people (average age 50.6) with CKD, which, therefore, may not apply to healthy populations, particularly younger populations. One study showed this was particularly true for young Black people, who may be significantly misclassified with lower or no CKD.

And because the formulas were derived from American, mostly white populations, their utility may be limited for multiethnic populations especially in other geographies. A study of multiethnic Brazilian populations showed CKD-EPI has similar accuracy to MDRD regardless of race corrections when compared to the gold-standard direct measurement of GFR function, iohexol clearance.

Second, creators of both the CKD-EPI and MDRD equations do not provide sound evidence for why race was included in the model for calculating GFR in the first place. The authors of the MDRD equation did not include an explanation in their methods for why they included race in their model. In their conclusions, they simply state, “on average, black persons have greater muscle mass than white persons.” The evidence base for this assumption is fundamentally flawed. The three studies the MDRD researchers cited to support their claim were fraught with questionable scientific methods regarding race, including “visual determination” of study participants’ race categorization and grossly racist “anthropometric measures” such as “densitometry” to generalize questions of overall muscle mass across races (Levey et al. 1999; Cohn et al. 1977; Harsha et al. 1978; Worrall et al. 1990). Harsha’s densitometry results are unlikely to hold up today, as he posited that Black children on the whole had much less body fat, while today children of color are far more likely to be obese. This points to the racist assumption that these characteristics were biological instead of structural or societally influenced. The creators of CKD-EPI, which was meant to improve upon MDRD, included race simply based on the fact that MDRD did.

Furthermore, the race categories represented in the equations are arbitrary and do not reflect the heterogeneity of human populations. They reflect the social categories that society has designed, based
on arbitrary visual and social standards. The MDRD study never explains how it classified participants by race nor how it defined race, while the CKD-EPI only notes their source data was the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, which tends to use self-identification within the given options. These options are typically drawn from the census options, which are both socially constructed and confusing by conflating race with ethnicity. As an example of the limitations of these arbitrary definitions of race, Zanocco’s study of a multiethnic Brazilian population showed that the race adjustment was not associated with better performance in evaluating GFR, demonstrating that it is not a necessary or useful tool in multiethnic populations. Further highlighting the arbitrariness of the racial categories used in calculating GFR, nephrologists have anecdotally admitted to misidentifying patients as African American based on their brown skin, meaning their understanding of the usefulness of the GFR equation is based on visual assumptions. This questions the scientific usefulness of such GFR estimations and highlights the racism inherent at every level of the interaction, from the structural construction of the flawed GFR equation to the interpersonal racism of misidentifying patients based only on skin color.

Third, the equations take into account several biological factors such as age and gender alongside (nonbiological) race, but do not include muscle mass. Muscle mass is crucial in the GFR calculation because creatinine, one of the main serum markers, is a by-product of muscle breakdown. Thus, those with higher muscle mass and those with poor kidney function would both have elevated serum creatinine levels, leading to lower estimated GFRs. The National Kidney Foundation guidelines themselves explain that the estimated GFR calculations are less accurate for patients who do not have an average muscle mass and standard diet, including athletes, people over seventy years old, the malnourished, the obese, vegetarians, or patients with changing kidney function. Although the biological mechanisms by which these factors affect muscle mass are well understood, only age is “adjusted” for in calculating GFR.

However, the variable of race is adjusted for, not muscle mass, and often anecdotally referred to as a proxy for muscle mass without any explanation for why race would be related to muscle mass. A quick Google search will turn up hundreds of papers seeking to justify or explain differences in body habitus (e.g., muscle mass, body mass index, adiposity) with biological mechanisms that are then explicitly or implicitly tied to a biologized notion of race. These papers either ignore social and structural determinants of health (e.g., ignoring the effect that lived experience and environment may have on body composition) or have a blatantly racialized research agenda seeking to uphold a preconceived notion that racialized biological differences exist. Although differences in bodies do exist across different people, the differences are far more nuanced than the social category of race. These notions underscore the existing racist perceptions and stereotypes about Black physicality that links to the historical positioning of Black “fitness” for manual labor, and has continued today through stereotypes about Black athletes, among many others. The linkage of muscle mass to race has historical roots and is fundamentally rooted in racism.

If muscle mass is a key factor in calculating GFR, an estimation of muscle mass itself should be included in the equations. If it is not yet easy to measure in clinic, then we should create better tools to measure it. Race should not be crudely and harmfully used as a proxy for muscle mass.

As Dorothy Roberts explains in her TEDMED talk, “The Problem with Race-Based Medicine”,

But what sense does it make for a doctor to automatically assume I have more muscle mass than [a] female bodybuilder? Wouldn’t it be far more accurate and evidence-based to determine the muscle mass of individual patients just by looking at them?...Race is a bad proxy. In many cases, race adds no relevant information at all. It’s just a distraction. Race also tends to overwhelm the clinical measures. It blinds doctors to patients’ symptoms, family illnesses, their history, their own illnesses they might have—all more evidence-based than the
patient’s race. Race can’t substitute for these important clinical measures without sacrificing patient well-being.

Finally, the racial adjustment factor in GFR estimates can also be directly harmful to patients of color through psychological impacts. “Separating out one ethnic group from the general population on a laboratory slip” can lead to stigma and other interpersonal or internal forms of racism, as well as potentially delaying diagnoses. The psychological impact of false-positive tests is routinely discussed in the usefulness of screening tests for cancer, and although the GFR adjustment is a question of “false-negative,” every clinical field should be held to the same standard to “do no harm” through the psychological impact of how test results are displayed and discussed.

As medical students, we are taught to follow the CKD diagnosis algorithms, which hide much of the reliance of race in GFR calculations, and we are implicitly taught to accept that Black patients simply have a higher disease burden. However, the reality of this is a direct repercussion of using race as an inappropriate heuristic, one that has dire health consequences for Black patients.

**Lung Function, Spirometry, and Current Recommendations by the American Thoracic Society**

Danielle M. is a patient at her local hospital coming in for a checkup with her doctor regarding difficulty breathing over the past few days. As her doctor is preparing for her visit, she looks at the information stated in the electronic medical record:

- Gender: Female
- Age: 50
- Reason for visit: Difficulty breathing for the past month
- Language: English
- Race/Ethnicity: Black/African American
- Smoker: Yes

With these demographic “clues” from Danielle’s electronic medical record, the doctor arrives at the reasoning for possible differential diagnoses to discuss with Danielle: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma. The physician plans to perform a spirometer test, a method of assessing lung function by measuring the volume of air the patient is able to expel from the lungs after maximal inspiration. Spirometry is the primary method that clinicians use to evaluate lung function. Spirometry reports include a set of values based on the patient’s volumes of inspiration and expiration, and these values are compared with a range of volumes considered to be normal.

For Danielle, the pulmonary lung function test results did not result in a clinical diagnosis, because her spirometry results were within normal limits. “Ethnic” correction factors were applied to calculate these normal limits, and Danielle’s lung function test results may have resulted in a clinical diagnosis without them.

Danielle’s doctor tells her that they’ll have to have a number of follow-up visits and additional lab testing in order to confirm her diagnosis. Danielle departs from the doctor’s appointment disappointed and nervous that her breathing continues to be labored and difficult and that it will take several more appointments to find out what is going on. She is unable to make appointments in the upcoming month due to family obligations and her hectic work schedule. Afterward, a medical student asks Danielle’s doctor if race correction factors could have impacted Danielle’s spirometry results. She replies, “Black people are always diagnosed and overmedicated. Thankfully these correction factors help with that.”

This anecdote is adapted from a true interaction one medical student had during a session with her preceptor. As medical students, we often hear statements like the one Danielle’s doctor made, where biological race is framed to us as a solution to
health disparities. This framing makes it difficult to disentangle the insidious and harmful ways that the ingrained notion of biological race impacts patients like Danielle. However, challenging the notion of race as a biological trait should not be mistaken as advocacy for color-blind medicine. We want to be a part of medical practice that engages in antiracist medicine, not color-blind medicine. We advocate for medicine to acknowledge the role that flawed assumptions regarding biological race play in perpetuating racial health disparities.

This advocacy is vital because, as we show in the following example, race is dangerously built into algorithms that determine lung function, just as with kidney function. What could be considered “normal” function for Black people is repeatedly considered pathologic or unhealthy for white people. This discrepancy leads to late diagnoses and poorer treatment for Black people compared to their white counterparts.

**Furthermore, the notions that racial and ethnic differences in lung capacity exist, and that these differences should be programmed into the diagnosis of lung disease, are fundamentally rooted in a history of racism.** Next, we will elucidate this racist history, drawing largely from the critical work of Lundy Braun, including her book *Breathing Race into the Machine*.

Interest in modern spirometers first took hold as a means of assessing the fitness of police forces and military personnel and life insurance applicants in England during the outbreak of tuberculosis in the nineteenth century. John Hutchinson, an English surgeon, was credited with inventing the spirometer in the 1840s and also coining the measurement “vital capacity,” after his assertion that such measurement was critical in assessing premature mortality.

The application of Hutchinson’s spirometer quickly spread, including Samuel Cartwright’s use of spirometry on slavery plantations. Cartwright was a Southern physician and plantation owner who was the first person to use the spirometer as a tool for comparison of lung function between Black people and white people. In particular, he asserted that “the expansibility of the lungs is considered less in the Black than the white race of similar size, age and habit.”

Benjamin Apthorp Gould published the first study in 1869 that would reinforce notions of biological inferiority of Black people with data on racial comparisons of lung function with large sample sizes and anthropometric measurements of Union soldiers. These assertions, alongside subsequent studies that found that slaves had poorer nutrition status and higher rates of pneumonia, typhoid fever, and respiratory illnesses, contributed to racist assertions that African American slaves had physical pathologies and thus needed to be kept under the institution of slavery.

Political leadership who profited from the institutions of slavery, including Thomas Jefferson, reinforced the influence of notions of biological inferiority of Blacks and non-Caucasian populations. Despite taking part in asserting that “all men are created equal,” Thomas Jefferson, in his *Notes on the State of Virginia*, featured racial differences in lung function between white colonialists and slaves, asserting that there were marked distinctions between such groups and “a difference of structure in the pulmonary apparatus.”

This brief history of key figures involved in the history of the spirometer illustrates how notions of biological racial difference in lung capacity and fitness related to the foundations of public health and slavery. In particular, the motivation for the creation of the spirometer by Hutchinson and its subsequent use by Cartwright and Gould to obtain scientific data claiming racial difference in lung function between slaves and colonialists was used to first assess and calculate the fitness disparities of diseased individuals in society and subsequently to achieve the subjugation of slaves and control of non-Caucasian populations. By obtaining “scientific” anthropometric information that attempted to objectively assert the biological inferiority of Black people, slavery was further justified through medical and public health institutions and methods.

Perhaps the most striking element of this history is how its roots continue to be embedded in how physicians conduct differential diagnoses and patient assessments every day due to recommended guidelines. **Medicine continues to uphold racist notions of biological inferiority in lung function.**
For example, the web page on *UpToDate* regarding spirometry states the following:

Healthy African-Americans have spirometric values that are approximately 12 percent lower than Americans of Caucasian descent of the same age, sex, and height. This difference is, in part, due to a difference in the ratio of trunk size to standing height, i.e., African-Americans have longer legs for a given height. Genetics and nutritional factors may also play a role in differences by race/ethnicity.¹³¹

*UpToDate* is considered an “evidence-based clinical resource” that clinicians use every single day after patient appointments for information about medications, diseases, clinical guidelines, and more. This statement by a frequently used, highly regarded medical resource is problematic for many reasons. First of all, we know that when studies use the category “African Americans,” race is typically self-identified or guessed by the clinician. To think that a statement as simplistic as “African Americans have longer legs for a given height” could possibly apply to all people who would fall into that category is absurd. Secondly, it is unclear how trunk size to standing height ratio can be emphasized as so critical in explaining spirometric values.

*UpToDate* cites two articles to support their claim. The first article cites another article that cites another article, and all the articles in this chain repeat the same statement without further explanation. For example, the first citation by *UpToDate* states, “African-Americans on average having a smaller trunk:leg ratio than do Caucasians,” and does not offer any evidence for why this observation should be singularly focused on over environmental and structural factors as a basis for correction factors in spirometry.¹³² The second citation by *UpToDate* regarding trunk to height ratio says, “Differences due to ethnicity are not well defined.”¹³³ If the differences are so poorly defined, it is shocking how a resource so frequently used as *UpToDate* can so uncritically repeat that conclusion. Additionally, despite this lack of evidence, if trunk to standing height ratio really is the key factor in determining spirometric values, then race is a poor proxy for this ratio.

In practice, these assumptions about differences in lung function are built into spirometers as “race correction” factors that lead to different diagnoses for patients of different races. Anne Fausto-Sterling describes, “Technicians present spirometry results ‘corrected’ for race, so that for an African American to receive a diagnosis of impaired lung function—for example, a worker seeking disability compensation for lung damage from asbestos—he or she has to be dramatically sicker relative to a white American before receiving an equivalent disease diagnosis.”¹³⁴ Here, Fausto-Sterling is referencing a case in 1999 in which Owens Corning, a company that sickened thousands of workers through its asbestos-containing products, requested that African American workers filing lawsuits against the company show that they have worse scores on lung function tests than white workers as a result of asbestos exposure in order to qualify for a trial against the company.¹³⁵ Owens Corning cited “medical evidence” that Black people have different lung capacities than white people.

Currently, the American Thoracic Society (ATS) specifically recommends that the Global Lung Function Initiative (GLI) 2012 multiethnic spirometry reference values be used in North America and elsewhere for the ethnic groups represented.¹³⁶ The ATS establishes standards of care relating to respiratory disorders through the publication of statements, workshop reports, and clinical guidelines that health providers and trainees across the country are expected to be up to date on. There are several issues with guidelines based off of the ATS recommendations. First, the popularly used GLI reference values are extracted from datasets of overwhelmingly Caucasian populations. In addition, GLI reference values confound false notions of biological race with environmental exposures and stressors, as the following quotation from the GLI authors demonstrates:

> The well documented ethnic and racial differences in pulmonary function arise from differences in body build (such as chest size or the ratio of sitting to standing height), socio-economic status (which determines bodily development in early life and leads to secular trends in body size and pulmonary function), growing
up at altitude, and possibly other environmental factors. In the present study race and ethnicity were self-reported, which may not be accurate enough for clinical purposes. Indeed, in the absence of genetic typing, predicted values in self-reported African Americans may be biased by up to 200 mL.  

These current ATS and GLI guidelines demonstrate the blatant confusion and oversimplification of using categories of race as a means of adjusting for spirometry values. Race is not the same as ethnicity, which is not the same as body build, which is not the same as socioeconomic status, which is not the same as the environment. It cannot be used as a proxy for these structural and environmental factors, which have repeatedly been proven to directly impact lung function on their own.

Lundy Braun further elaborates on this unnecessary emphasis on racial correction factors despite greater evidence supporting how environmental factors, not race itself, mediates lung disease:

There have been scientific studies showing that people who live around high pollution areas have lower lung capacity. High pollution areas also map onto minority status. Why we have chosen both in the US and internationally to focus on race to the exclusion of social class, I can only speculate. One piece of the story is that the accumulation of scientific research around a particular idea can make it hard to dislodge. With the spirometer, having the correction factor actually built into the machine makes racial assumptions invisible.

The consequences of the oversimplification of structural and environmental factors into racial correction factors are that these guidelines are transferred from institutional memory into everyday physician practice that affect patients, contributing to poor treatment and diagnosis assessment for people of color and subsequent racial health disparities. Despite these concerns, the ATS fails to address any responsibility in contributing to racial health disparities by encouraging the practice of applying haphazard guidelines such as those of the current spirometry reference values according to race and ethnicity. By failing to see or challenge their inappropriate use of race and the unintended consequences of the recommendations, the ATS and the clinicians who follow such recommendations continue to perpetuate the unjust, racist framework upon which the spirometer was founded.

Furthermore, the continued presence of the racist history of establishing race-based differences in lung function within the modern-day practice of pulmonology signals how the medical community has refused to address this hidden history of racism and subjugation of Black and brown bodies. There is a profound need for this history to be interrogated, discussed in dialogue within the medical community, and incorporated into medical practice. This conversation has the potential to shift focus away from misguided notions of biological difference. Medicine must acknowledge how racism and social inequalities have had a harmful impact on health outcomes in order to address racial health disparities related to lung function.

Genetics Research, Precision Medicine, Race, and Ancestry

I was a graduate student instructor for a neuroanatomy lab in which the final task for the undergraduate students was to come up with and answer a research question using the Allen Brain Atlas. One student told me he wanted to “pick a gene associated with a disease and map it to different human races.” This wasn’t even in the scope of the project assignment—we had specifically told students that we expected them to utilize the mouse brain connectivity and gene expression atlases, not the human atlas.

But this incident highlighted to me how early in our education and upbringing “race” is ingrained in us as a biological certainty, because he assumed there would be a difference in genes and brains by race. We’re taught race as a biological cause of disease and health disparities, rather than racism.
It emphasized to me how vital it is that we not only understand the health consequences of racism for our individual practices as future doctors, but also that we are able to distill, disseminate, and communicate that truth as future (and current) health educators. We must eradicate the conflation of race with biology from clinical education, research, and practice. And we must also correct this false conflation of race and biology that has spread from health institutions to education and society at large.

SECOND-YEAR MEDICAL STUDENT

Research in genetics, ancestry, and precision medicine has grown exponentially due to the Human Genome Project and advances of CRISPR technology. Precision medicine is the use of advanced computing tools to integrate data from a diverse range of health and research settings. The Human Genome Project catalogued and identified the more than three billion genes in the human genome to create a baseline “reference map” of the human genome. CRISPR refers to both the gene-editing tool (an enzyme called Cas9) and its targets (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats, pronounced “crisper”). This tool has the promise to target and edit specific portions of genes (identified by the Human Genome Project) within an organism at a level of precision unseen before, which has led to many exciting developments in biological research, biotechnology, and possible treatment for certain diseases. However, advancements in these fields have concerned many scholars, ethicists, and activists, as this research and its technologies have the potential to reinforce and expand upon flawed biological notions of race.

By seeking to identify genes that could be “cured” via CRISPR, such research runs the risk of repeating eugenicist history and simplifying the complicated role that social and structural inequalities play in perpetuating racial health disparities to a gene or set of genes.

Understanding links between genetics and disease is a major component of modern health care. However, linking race with genetics is a fundamental intellectual flaw with consequences for patient diagnosis, care, and treatment. Within medicine’s history of oppression and racism, using “race” in the field of genetics and precision medicine is inherently political with complex sociopolitical origins. Without a critical analysis of this history and the categories used to define “ancestry markers,” such research in genetics and precision medicine hold the possibility and danger of reifying biological racial difference again in a newer, shinier package.

Current research in genetics, ancestry, and precision medicine falls into this trap of continuing to biologize race by several flawed methods that are simply bad science. These include, but are not limited to, (1) using predetermined racial categories to group ancestral markers (i.e., confirmation bias of racial categories) and (2) ascribing health disparities to genetic differences rather than accounting for the complex role of social, environmental, and structural factors on epigenetics and the body.

First, using predetermined racial categories to match to group ancestral markers elides the history of the creation of race as a social construct. Furthermore, the research seeking to match genetic markers to these groups shows that ancestral markers exist, but they are not consistent across the social groups of race. Early and ongoing work in genetics has shown consistently higher in-group variability than across-group variability, thus showing no genetic loci to differentiate between racial categories. Thus the use of “race” in genetics and precision medicine usually relies on scientists creating arbitrary categories for groups of ancestry markers that incorrectly substantiate racial categories rather than challenge the social construct of race.

One example shows the difficulty of applying precision medicine within the existing racist history of medicine. In July 2010, the New England Journal of Medicine published “Genetic Ancestry in Lung-Function Predictions” by Rajesh Kumar et al. In this article, the authors sought to improve upon the racial classifications used in lung function tests. Existing methods utilize patients’ self-identified race (or physician-identified race) to define the normal lung function range for spirometry, so the researchers sought to identify alternative, genetically derived
“normal” values. The aim was to use genetics to provide a more “objective” set of normal values. The authors argued that the self-identified racial categories were problematic because individuals are racially admixed, and limited racial categories are “crude descriptors of individual genetic ancestry.”¹⁴⁰ That is, racial mixing is so frequent, and individuals have such complex racial backgrounds, that the self-identified racial categories establish inaccurate baselines for the lung function measurement.

Unfortunately, the research by Kumar et al. ultimately still seeks to confirm what genetic markers might show as “truer” racial categories. This work uses genetics to make a biological argument about social constructs. Although this is a step forward from crude racist assumptions discussed in the spirometry section, their research still fell into the trap of trying to match “ancestry informative markers” (single-nucleotide polymorphisms posited to represent statistically significant genetic differences among those of different ancestries) to socially constructed racial identities (individual self-identified race).

Rather than using genetics to identify markers that may predispose anyone to lower lung function, their study sought to solidify which markers could best predict lowered function for African Americans only. Without addressing the complex factors that mark lived experience (e.g., racism, structural, and societal factors) nor the racist history of the spirometer, this research begins with the assumption of difference for African Americans (again, using the social construct as the starting point for their supposedly more objective scientific approach). Therefore, the study only confirms racial biases by using genetics to try to prove some sort of inferiority in lung function (specifically in “forced expiratory volume”) in African Americans.

Other scientists have similarly sought to more precisely measure differences in lung function between racial and ethnic groups, though definitions and conclusions regarding the influence of racial categories has varied widely.¹⁴¹ Some researchers accept without question the outdated, yet popularized, notions that African Americans have lower lung function than European Americans.¹⁴² One study, examining the utility of multiethnic adjustment for spirometry, posits that adjustment works for some, but not all, racial groups.¹⁴³ This study concluded that ancestry markers would be helpful to better explain observed lung function differences.

Kumar et al.’s research is different because it fits within a larger body of genetics work that seeks to better understand racial disparities in health.¹⁴⁴ This is in contrast with other genetics research that excludes nonwhite participants as a means of “controlling” for race.¹⁴⁵ Yet even research with a progressive, disparities-oriented health research goal can fall into these “traps” of genetics research.

Kumar et al., for example, seek to provide tools for more efficient and effective care for severe asthma and COPD, which they note African Americans have higher rates of both. Kumar et al. thus represents the good intentions of seeking to improve upon issues of inclusion and to better explain the disparate health outcomes seen across racial lines. But without a critical analysis of what racial categories mean, researchers with good intentions will continue to put forth bad science that uses ancestry markers to (purposefully or not) confirm racialized differences in biology or use genetics to explain away racial health disparities caused by social and structural determinants of health. For example, Parker et al. (2014) pick up on the ancestry-based claims of Kumar et al. to claim that a particular genetic marker can predict lower COPD lung function metrics for African Americans only, again reinforcing a biological “brokenness” in African Americans rather than addressing the role society and other factors may play.¹⁴⁶ This is unlikely to be helpful in addressing health disparities as Kumar et al. intended, instead explaining away the disparities with genetic differences. Addressing health disparities through genetics and precision medicine is therefore very much a slippery slope, which is why we feel this critical analysis of racism and race is crucial to improving the science.

We offer instead two “red flags” for researchers and readers to consider as the field of genetics continues to move forward. We furthermore encourage all researchers and readers to dive more deeply into the field of bioethics, which has been grappling with the
implications of this flawed science, to better understand the recommendations for change.

First, categories used to cluster ancestral markers are established by the scientists themselves, rather than by the clustering of the data, and rely on slippery definitions that are, at best, “mired in confusion.” Kumar et al., for example, chose to stratify their data to specifically estimate only “the percent African and European ancestry, assuming two ancestral populations.” This means that the major assumption on which ancestry markers are based is one of confirmation bias (assuming only African and European ancestry in this case), such that scientists’ quests to look for patterns (oftentimes with racial categories as their foundation) will be found. Scholars of race, technology, and health justice have produced significant work for decades, pushing back against the reification of racial categories. Yudell et al. write that “historical racial categories that are treated as natural and infused with notions of superiority and inferiority have no place in biology.” They write furthermore that “using race as a political or social category to study racism and its biological effects, although fraught with challenges, remains necessary” (emphasis added) to “understand how structural inequities and discrimination produce health disparities in socioculturally defined groups.” Other scholars, such as Duana Fulwiley, Dorothy Roberts, and Troy Duster, have argued similarly against the use of a priori categorization in genetic research.

Second, focus on ancestral markers fails to acknowledge the role structural and societal factors play (as Yudell et al. acknowledge) and what role epigenetics thus plays in the development of structural health disparities. As expanded upon in the following section, epigenetics is the modification of gene expression, such that environmental influences can affect to what degree genetic susceptibilities and predispositions are “active” and “inactive.” Given the breadth of public health and medical literature showing how social, structural, and environmental factors affect the expression of genes, research into the genetic foundations of health outcomes must also examine epigenetic influences that factor into differences between phenotype and genotype. Any focus exclusively on genotype with no exploration of how and why certain genes are expressed and influenced by environmental and structural factors is wholly insufficient and should be questioned. The current research landscape of “ancestral identity markers” (single-nucleotide polymorphisms, also called AIMs) runs the risk of ignoring and overlooking this process, attributing focus on racial health disparities to genetic factors rather than social, environmental, and structural influences. The goal is not to practice color-blind medicine, but rather antiracist medicine that addresses all levels of racism.

**Why does this matter to us as medical students?**

We are being taught that the newest, “best” science has the power to individualize our cures, to explain more and more of the mysteries of the human body, and yet it is still steeped in the history and context of racism in medicine. We are often caught unawares by the way educators and clinicians claim genetics as evidence of racialized differences, and this worries us for the future of our practice.

The perpetuation of biological racism in genetics research has important implications for the practice of medicine and health care. Health care is increasingly “evidence-based.” Clinicians rely on researchers to understand physiologic processes, direct innovation, and guide assessments of risk for each patient. Genetics research is, at its most functional, intended to improve health care and is characterized as an “objective” science. However, if such research fails to acknowledge its own biases based on ahistorical and racist foundations, race will continue to be biologized and discussed under the false guise and synonym of “ancestry markers,” and structural issues will continue to be hidden under those same guises.

Furthermore, the issues in genetics research create a dire future for precision medicine, the promising “evidence-based” health care of the future. Precision medicine aims to allow us to tailor treatments and diagnoses to each individual based on their unique genetic footprint. If we continue on this path of misappropriating genetic patterns to biological race, precision medicine will not only fall far short of its goal of treating individuals better, but instead will perpetuate the false notion of biologized race.
This hides the social construct of race behind the same false guise of ancestry markers and could harm patients more than individualize and improve their treatment. It allows for and contributes to explicit racial profiling and stereotyping of patients and stands to exacerbate existing disparities in treatment and access to care.

Despite good intentions, such research fails to be innovative at addressing racial health disparities and instead simply “reinvents” conversations about race using the proxy of ancestry and genetics to solidify the social construct of race as falsely “objective science.”

Semantics matter in genetics research and the practice of medicine. The difference between ancestry and falsely biologized race is critical, and it’s our duty as advocates for the health of our patients, as well as creators, disseminators, and users of science, to be careful as the field of precision medicine booms. This will be the field we work in, but we are not trained to engage with it critically. Therefore, we seek to amplify the critical and difficult conversations already existing in the field of genetics in order to ensure clinicians and providers have the tools to practice critically engaged precision medicine.\textsuperscript{151}
Epigenetics: One Intersection of Biology with Sociopolitical Determinants of Health

Despite the many ways in which new scientific developments like precision medicine threaten to entrench biological racism, new fields such as epigenetics, developmental origins, and life course research are contributing to our understanding of how racism, not race, has biological effects on the body. Epigenetics and other biopsychosocial fields are pulling together biology, psychology, and upstream determinants of health to answer how racism “gets under the skin,” showing how the social and structural determinants of health (mediated or created by racism) can literally embed themselves in our cells.

Research in the developmental origins of disease has shown that the first one thousand days after conception (up to age two) is a critical period in which the developing fetus and child’s cells are most susceptible to outside influences. During this period, the fetus grows from one cell to trillions, so any early changes in these cells will be replicated and reproduced for the entirety of one’s life. Thus, exposures in the uterine environment and early childhood environment can either be protective or increase the risk of developing chronic diseases in adulthood. Literature shows, for example, that low childhood socioeconomic status both increases the physiological response to stressors and increases the reactivity to social support.\textsuperscript{152} That is, growing up poor can both increase the body’s stress response and increase the body’s ability to calm down or resist those responses in the presence of social support. Furthermore, certain exposures during this critical or sensitive period have been shown to increase the risk of type 2 diabetes, stroke, heart disease, some cancers, impaired cognitive function, and mental health issues.

The exposures posited to increase chronic disease risk in adults include environmental exposures, such as toxins and pesticides, but also “normal” or endogenous exposures produced by the mother and transmitted to the fetus in utero.\textsuperscript{153} Although the majority of literature has focused on the effects of cortisol, the stress hormone that acts as a danger signal for the growing fetus, there is also a role of environmental racism (a form of structural racism) that increases exogenous exposures. These articles posit that the more stress a mother is under during pregnancy (including overt physical and mental, as well as more subtle or everyday stressors, such as racist microaggressions), the more cortisol reaches the cells of the fetus. This is also referred to as the mother’s “allostatic load,” or amount of biochemical response to stress.

Over time, a constantly high allostatic load can cause the stress response to stay on permanently. High allostatic load impacts neuroendocrine, cardiovascular, immune, and metabolic systems, in turn contributing to various forms of damage, including cardiovascular disease, neurological atrophy, psychiatric symptoms, mortality, mobility limitations, cognitive decline, and functional impairments.\textsuperscript{154} The fetus interprets high levels of cortisol in utero as a signal that the postnatal environment will be stressful, and reprograms the developing stress response systems to stay on high alert with a short fuse, as well as inhibit the
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growth of some organs. This predisposes the child
to increased stress-related biological damage and
increases the risk of adult chronic diseases. Most
importantly, as shown in section 1, the mother’s
stress can be due to racist social and structural
determinants of health, such as white supremacy
and inequities in neighborhoods, rather than some
biological aspect of their race.

A number of studies further document how racism
is stressful. For example, one study at Duke Univer-
sity found that Black students had higher levels of
salivary cortisol after learning about a violent racist
crime on campus.\textsuperscript{155} Another study showed how the
mere anticipation of prejudice is associated with poor
physiological and cardiovascular responses.\textsuperscript{156} Amani
Nuru-Jeter, a social epidemiologist at the University of
California, Berkeley, further found that chronic stress
from frequent racist encounters is associated with
chronic low-grade inflammation.\textsuperscript{157} This literature il-
lustrates the biological pathway through which racism
leads to increased risk of adult chronic diseases.

Epigenetics, a related but slightly different field,
shows similar biological causal pathways for health
disparities by embedding racism's effects under the
skin. One of the major threads of current epigenetics
research focuses on the body’s varied responses to
stress and how these epigenetic responses, rather
than inherent genetic causes, lead to racial health
disparities.\textsuperscript{158} Genetics refers to the static genes
inherited from a person’s biological parents, but,
as noted elsewhere, these genes do not create or
explain race nor many other salient physical charac-
teristics. Epigenetics, however, are changes in the
way those inherited genes are turned on or off. In
other words, these are the dynamic volume controls
that tell genes to amplify certain proteins while mut-
ing others, despite the same initial signal from the
static genes. Epigenetics provides one mechanism by
which our health and our body is dynamically created
in real time by the environment inside us and outside
us. More specifically, “weathering” is a term used by
epigeneticists to describe how constant stressors
increase allostatic load and create biochemical and
cellular level by-products that wear down the body’s
normal ability to regulate itself over time. Weathering
may help explain racial health disparities by propos-
ing a mechanism for the physical wear and tear of
chronic stress caused by all levels of racism.\textsuperscript{159} The
effects of epigenetic weathering are further exac-
erbated by structural factors including inequitable
access to quality health care.

Darlene Francis and related researchers have
shown that epigenetic mechanisms could be a key
mediating process by which the social and struc-
tural determinants of health become incorporated
into biochemical changes.\textsuperscript{160} This has implications
for both risk and resilience to disease processes.
Human development research demonstrates that
many of these processes occur during the postnatal
“critical period.” Epigenetic changes can be harm-
ful, protective, or both. Other research shows im-
plications for epigenetic changes as a link between
early life (e.g., maternal stress during pregnancy)
and adult health disparities along racialized lines for
conditions such as hypertension, diabetes, stroke,
and coronary heart disease.\textsuperscript{161} Kuzawa and Sweet
note that epigenetics help explain how the effects
of social-environmental exposures combine with
plasticity of phenotypes (i.e., physical traits deter-
mined by genetics) in response to those environ-
mental exposures. Most importantly, Kuzawa and
Sweet make the explicit link between racism and
epigenetics. Social and structural effects of racism
lead to environments that affect many aspects of
bodies of color.

Dr. Francis interprets this as a call to action: “If we hy-
pothesize that racial discrimination is capable of di-
rectly altering the epigenomic profiles of genes that
are important to the stress response, we can then
predict that targeting and ameliorating discrimina-
tion and racism should have an equally direct, potent,
and protective effect on the stress-axis epigenome.”\textsuperscript{162}
Her paper “Conceptualizing Child Health Disparities:
A Role for Developmental Neurogenomics” demon-
strates that the social, structural, and psychological
worlds in which a child is living can influence the
sensitivity of a child’s stress axis during the critical
period. Developmental neurogenomics, which is a
hybrid of sorts between developmental origins and
epigenetics research, posits a biological plasticity
in early developmental life that moves away from characterizing health disparities as purely biological, purely environmental, or psychological. Instead, the effects of racism are experienced somatically as a product of immediate environment, genes, and sociopolitical context.

Epigenetics and related research provide the language and a framework for the intersection of critical race theory and biology, which should be used across clinics and research labs. It begins to elucidate how the sociopolitical effects of racism are quite literally changing the building blocks of biochemical life. This allows critical race theorists and clinicians alike to show how socially constructed race categories and racist society cause intergenerational harm on the cellular level. In other words, “critical philosophy of race should also be critical physiology of race” and vice versa.163 These fields of research show most clearly that as clinicians and researchers, we cannot engage in health without understanding both biology and critical race theory.

It is crucial to recognize that research in epigenetics and developmental origins complements but does not replace the understanding of social and structural determinants of health. Exposures at every level, from cortisol in utero up through mass incarceration, environmental racism, and white supremacy, contribute to biological risk. Thus, it is necessary and critical to clearly articulate that epigenetics does not constitute scientific evidence that Black and brown bodies are permanently damaged or broken. We as clinicians and researchers need to be loudly unequivocal that epigenetics is one line of promising research into how the many levels of racism cause biological harm, and that race is not a risk factor for disease.

This understanding of epigenetics calls on clinicians and medical educators to learn critical race theory, to become active in investigating social and structural determinants of health, and to equip themselves with the language and tools to identify racism, not race, as a cause of racial health disparities.

As medical students, we have seen that such physicians and health-care professionals are thus compelled to not only treat the medical concerns but also the structural ills in society. Our training in both medicine and critical race theory has taught us that race has no business in clinical guidelines and that the use of race in clinical guidelines is just one symptom of much larger systems of oppression. Further, the conflation of race with biology has real, negative consequences when it is incorporated into clinical practice. We are not the first to say this. Yet we seek to be physician-activists who change it. Therefore, we call on our colleagues and our educators to discontinue the use of race in guidelines as one step toward equity. We call on students, physicians, and educators to use the power of medicine to help create an equitable world in which racism no longer causes biopsychosocial harms for this generation and the ones to come.

**Our Conclusions**

1. Medicine has willfully ignored its racist history despite ongoing calls from scholars and activists to rectify its violent and oppressive past. This has resulted in medicine continuing to inflict and perpetuate racism that harms communities of color.


3. Because of the biological use of race in clinical guidelines and education, patients of color are being systematically misdiagnosed and undertreated and are at risk for bad health outcomes.

4. Race-based medicine teaches people of color that their bodies and communities are abnormal, deficient, and broken, increasing stress and the burden of racist stigma.

5. As medicine fails to confront and rectify its origins of violence against vulnerable communities, it will continue to perpetuate an agenda that is an unwelcoming, hostile space for people of color.

If we don’t dismantle race-based medicine, it will be perpetuated.
Vision Forward

As physicians-in-training, we envision a world where the social construct of race is not conflated with biology and where the health consequences of racism are acknowledged, addressed, and cared for in all their forms.

To make this a reality, medicine must adopt anti-racist institutional practices regarding research, practice, and education.

1. Medicine must unveil and teach how racism has shaped scientific advancements, tools, and diagnoses.

2. In order to account for the health consequences of racism, clinicians should prioritize social history intake and be aware of how social and structural stressors perpetuate racial health inequities.

3. We must adopt the same standards and guidelines for diagnosis and treatment of all patients regardless of race.

4. Race cannot and should not be used as a biological determinant in clinical guidelines nor the research informing them. Rather, clinical guidelines on racial health outcomes must take into account the consequences of racism in racial health disparities. Racial differences are not the cause of disparities; they are the result of multi-level racism.

5. Health-care providers play a key role in combating racism. In order to support their patients in feeling happy, healthy, and strong, clinicians must seek to affirm the strengths their patients bring, not assume they are a collection of risk factors. Clinicians need a paradigm shift to approaching patients of color as whole, rather than broken.

6. Medicine must break down its own intellectual silos and hierarchy to build interdisciplinary alliances with thought leaders who have built foundations on the intersections of racism and health. Rather than using race as a differential diagnosis shortcut, elimination of race-based medicine presents an opportunity to call for interdisciplinary dialogue and action in solidarity with those from affected communities, critical race theorists, community-based organizations, and racial justice initiatives.

Next Steps

In order to move this vision forward, everyone from trainees to clinicians to critical race theorists to community members must not only read and dialogue, but also act. While barely scratching the surface, the following list offers a few suggestions to various types of readers to create and practice antiracist medicine.

Trainees

- Seek out literature and research on critical race theory and antiracist research. See appendix for suggestions.
- Teach yourself to question when you hear race used in clinical medicine.
- Ask questions of those around who are using race-based medicine. Question its usage, and teach others if you can.
- Don’t use race in the problem statement of your notes or clinical presentation.
- Seek out antiracist trainings in your area or online, especially if you are white or hold other privilege. This is for your patients, fellow trainees, and other providers.
- Organize for change. Push your educators to teach antiracist medicine and push for your clinicians to practice antiracist medicine. One idea:
  - Don’t use the race-corrected GFR or spirometry values. Start a campaign to have your academic hospitals remove the race correction.

Clinicians and Providers

- Seek out literature and research on critical race theory and antiracist research. See appendix for suggestions.
Seek out antiracist trainings in your area or online, especially if you are white or hold other privilege. This is for your patients, fellow providers, and staff.

Teach yourself to question when you hear race used in clinical medicine.

Use your power to ask questions of those around who are using race-based medicine. Question its usage, and teach others.

Don’t use race in your notes or clinical presentation, especially not in the problem statement.

Organize for change. Push yourself and your peers to teach and practice antiracist medicine. One idea:

- Don’t use the race-corrected GFR or spirometry values. Start a campaign to have your institution remove the race correction.

Learn and use structural competency to begin to name and address the societal and structural factors that hinder patients’ ability to live to their highest level of well-being.

Get active outside the clinic to address these structural issues.

Help make medicine a less hostile space for both patients and providers.

**Educators**

- Seek out literature and research on critical race theory and antiracist research. See appendix for suggestions.

- Create a learning environment that is both safe for students and critical of race-based medicine. You must be trained in how to talk comfortably and critically about race in your classrooms and teaching settings. Seek out antiracist trainings to increase your skills and tools.

- Teach trainees in both critical race theory and the nuances of biology. Teach trainees to hold complexity and be powerful advocates for their patients.

**Researchers**

- Learn critical race theory and structural competency (see appendix for suggestions), and then use it to hold yourself to the highest precision in both research design and publishing. You cannot control what people will do afterward, but you can contribute to making a body of research that is rooted in antiracism and clearly spells out the implications of your findings.

- Seek out antiracist trainings in your area or online, especially if you are white or hold other privilege.

- Design and carry out research that corrects the current bad science. If the intended heuristic for using race in GFR is muscle mass, help find a marker of muscle mass or a faster way to measure it in clinic.

- Design and carry out research that measures and addresses root causes of poor health and health disparities, such as racism and structural causes.

**Community-based Organizations**

- Continue to form partnerships with physicians and clinics to address social and structural issues that impact well-being.

**Community Members**

- Question your provider’s use of race in your care. Some ideas (if you feel comfortable):
  - Ask about the race correction factor if your clinician uses a measure like GFR or spirometry.
  - Ask to see your patient record, and if race was used, ask your provider why it was relevant.

- Organize groups of patients to become patient-advocates, and get involved in the clinic’s patient advocacy board or other governing bodies.


Appendix

For Further Reading

The following is a partial, imperfect, ever-in-progress list of scholars and works we have found useful. This is neither the beginning nor the end of the conversation, but squarely in the middle. As build the changes we need, we are grateful for the foundational work of these scholars and activists.

**Womxn of Color Scholars on Race and Medicine**

- Dorothy Roberts, *Fatal Invention* and *Killing the Black Body*
- Kimberley Crenshaw
- Joia Crear-Perry
- Khiara Bridges
- Tina Sacks
- INCITE!
- Melanie Tervalon and Jann Murray-Garcia “Cultural Humility versus Cultural Competence” (1998)

**Racism, Not Race, Causes Health Disparities**

- Thomas A. LaVeist, “Disentangling Race and Socioeconomic Status: A Key to Understanding Health Inequalities” (2005): [https://doi.org/10.1093/jurban/jti061](https://doi.org/10.1093/jurban/jti061)

**White Supremacy Dismantling**

- Iala f. Saad, Me and White Supremacy workbook: [https://www.meandwhitesupremacybook.com/](https://www.meandwhitesupremacybook.com/)
- White Noise Collective: [https://www.conspireforchange.org/resources/](https://www.conspireforchange.org/resources/)
- University of California, San Francisco, OB-GYN Grand Rounds talk on White Fragility (12/10/19): [https://obgyn.ucsf.edu/education-training/grand-rounds](https://obgyn.ucsf.edu/education-training/grand-rounds)
Teaching resources from the 2006 Stop Dreaming, Keep Working Workshop: https://www.lsu.edu/hss/wgs/files/nwsateachingraceguide.pdf

There are many more people of color and white people who have published resources and books—go read them!

**Fundamental Texts and Resources in Race-Based Medicine**

- Dorothy Roberts, “What’s Wrong with Race-Based Medicine?” (2011)


4 “This book is not for everyone. I have a specific audience in mind—people who care deeply about racial justice but who, for any number of reasons, do not yet appreciate the magnitude of the crisis faced by communities of color as a result of mass incarceration. In other words, I am writing this book for people like me—the person I was ten years ago. I am also writing it for another audience—those who have been struggling to persuade their friends, neighbors, relatives, teachers, co-workers, or political representatives that something is eerily familiar about the way our criminal justice system operates, something that looks and feels a lot like an era we supposedly left behind, but who have lacked the facts and data to back up their claims. It is my hope and prayer that this book empowers you and allows you to speak your truth with greater conviction, credibility, and courage. Last, but definitely not least, I am writing this book for all those trapped within America’s latest caste system. You may be locked up or locked out of mainstream society, but you are not forgotten.” Excerpt from Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow, on Apple Books.


7 These quotes are kept anonymous to prevent readers from within our medical school communities to specifically identify who the stories are about.


11 Graphic adapted by Dr. Joia Crear-Perry, who adapted it from MPHI from Richard Hofrichter and Rajiv Bhatia, Tackling Health Inequities through Public Health Practice (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010).


We acknowledge that whiteness is a further societal construct that has changed drastically over time; however, a full critical analysis of whiteness is not the point of this essay and can be found elsewhere. See appendix for more.


Gravlee, “How Race Becomes Biology.”


Ibid.


For more context on Mauna Kea, see https://www.vox.com/identities/2019/7/24/20706930/mauna-kea-hawaii, among other journalistic sources.


Many people, especially white people, may read this and believe it does not apply to them, nor to the world they see. It is not the job of this paper to convince you that white supremacy and racism exist. For those who are interested in dismantling white supremacy within themselves, we suggest finding local trainings or engaging with the Me and White Supremacy workbook written by Layla F. Saad.
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